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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Identifying Protein Sequence Signatures for Flexible Regions  

of Functional Importance 

 

by 

 

Jenny Gu 

Doctor of Philosophy in Biomedical Sciences 

University of California, San Diego, 2006 

 

Professor Philip E. Bourne, Chair 

 

 The advent of structural genomics and high-throughput sequencing technology 

has left researchers satiated with a plethora of protein structures to visualize and 

sequences to analyze.  Nevertheless, the sequence-flexibility relationship generalized 

for all proteins remains to be realized.  This research topic is of utmost importance 

with growing evidence of entropy playing a larger role in the allosteric nature of 

proteins.  Many recent papers reporting the dynamics of several different protein 

systems indicate that fluctuations within a protein can be redistributed with sequence 

modulations or intermolecular binding.  Furthermore, proteins in solution are 

constantly interconverting between multiple conformational states because of their 

dynamical nature.  The understanding of local regions that facilitate the required 
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changes in proteins to fulfill their biological role is the subject of this dissertation.  

These local regions include, but are not limited to, hinges, catalytic loops, and 

recognition loops.  In this thesis, tools were developed to identify these flexible 

regions of functional importance with a structure- and sequence- based method.  

Transitional Dynamic Analysis identifies the redistribution of low frequency 

fluctuations between two different protein conformational states.  Positional Impact 

Vertex for Entropy Transfer identifies position-specific regions in the protein structure 

with a large impact on global dynamics.  With a third structure-based approach we 

were able to generate a training dataset to create Wiggle and Wiggle200 predictors 

that identify these regions of interest using only sequence information.  The results of 

this research effort represent important contributions to the community in expanding 

our knowledge of the protein sequence space and the possible second order 

information that can be extracted from it. 



 

1 

Chapter 1 : Understanding the Changing 

Sequence Space for Protein Allostery 

 

Certainly no subject or field is making more progress on so many fronts 
at the present moment, than biology, and if we were to name the most 
powerful assumption of all, which leads one on and on in an attempt to 
understand life, it is that all things are made of atoms, and that 
everything that living things do can be understood in terms of the 
jiggling and wiggling of atoms. 

     - Richard Philips Feynman  [1] 

1.1 Early History of Protein Allostery 

 Before experimental techniques were available to visualize protein structures at 

the atomic level, conformational change in proteins was first detected by ligand 

binding affinity studies in the early 1900s [2].  In 1904, oxygen binding to hemoglobin 

was observed to follow a sigmoidal curve by Christian Bohr suggesting that binding 

affinity increases with subsequent binding of oxygen.  This cooperative nature was 

later mathematically formalized by Archibald Vivian Hill in 1910 [3] but the 

mechanism of allostery, a term to describe the regulation of biological function by a 

small molecule, remained unclear.  

 The advent of protein structures, made possible by Sir William Lawrence 

Bragg in 1912, has significantly advanced our understanding of biology by providing 

mechanistic insight into protein function at an atomistic level.  Bragg’s Law [4] allows 

scientists to interpret crystal diffracted X-ray patterns to determine molecular 
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structures at atomic resolution.  The successful application of this law for proteins 

came in 1958 with the arrival of myoglobin [5].  This structure was soon followed by 

hemoglobin in 1963 revealing internal symmetry between subunits having structural 

homology to myoglobin [4].  The observed symmetry and distantly located oxygen 

binding sites lead to the derivation of three contending models of protein allostery, 

two of which are still debated today (Figure 1.1) [6,7].   

 

Figure 1.1 – Classic Models of Protein Allostery 

Schematic of classical models of protein allostery.  A) A cooperative model as proposed by Monrad, 
Wyman, and Changeux.  B) Sequential model as proposed by Koshland and colleagues.  Red dot is the 
ligand binding to a protein with changes in conformation as indicated by the transition from square to 
circle. 

 

 Based on the observed symmetry between the subunits in hemoglobin, 

Monrod, Wyman, and Changeux proposed in 1965 that conformational change occurs 

in a concerted mechanism where binding of one ligand induces conformational change 

in all subunits at once (MWC model) [8].  In the same year, Atkinson and co-workers 

proposed a different model, extending from the induced-fit enzyme-substrate 

hypothesis of Koshland, based on enzymatic studies with modifiers and substrates 

conducted on enzymes phosphofructokinase and isocitrate dehydrogenase [9,10]. This 
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model proposed that binding affinities of ligand binding sites in proteins are 

sequentially influenced by each other.  Finally, a year later, Koshland and colleagues 

proposed a third (KNF) model [11] based on extensive analysis of ligand saturation 

curves for the extensively studied hemoglobin under different conditions. This model 

proposes that conformational change in proteins does not occur with a concerted 

mechanism, but with a sequential mechanism where change is observed in each 

subunit independently.  While these classic models are important contributions to the 

understanding of how protein function is regulated, they do not provide mechanistic 

insight into how allostery is achieved.       

1.2 Mechanisms of Protein Allostery 

 The classical definitions of allostery based on the MWC and KNF models have 

been viewed by the community to be limiting in the understanding of protein allostery 

[12-14] and are being reevaluated.  Prior to the discovery of myoglobin, models 

created to explain enzymatic function often treated proteins as static entities.  For 

example, Emil Fischer described enzyme-substrate recognition and specificity as a 

“key-lock” theory [15] with the enzyme serving as a stiff template for the substrate to 

fit.  However, proteins are not static entities and flexibility was a necessary property to 

allow for conformational changes observed in allosteric interactions.  Flexibility is 

later included to play a role in enzyme-substrate recognition by Daniel E. Koshland Jr. 

in 1958 with the presentation of his “induced fit” model [16].  This model proposes 

that the shape of enzyme active sites is altered with substrate binding.  Enzyme 

specificity is determined by the correct positioning of key catalytic residues resulting 
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from structural change induced by the substrate.  While the theory may be extended 

for other intermolecular recognition, conformational change is limited to the binding 

sites and does not necessarily apply to global conformational changes.  Atkinson 

extends from the induced fit hypothesis by stating [9,10] that one binding site can 

modify the shape of a distant binding site upon substrate binding.  Yet, an explanation 

that describes the mechanism of this long distance impact is still needed.  

 Another limitation with the classic allosteric models is that proteins are limited 

to a number of exclusive stochastic states and only account for the effects of one 

ligand.  For example, the MWC model states that proteins are either in a “relaxed” or 

“tense” conformation.  However, proteins can exist as many different conformers 

populating multiple local minima found within the protein folding landscape.  In 1972, 

Gregorio Weber created a new view on protein allostery based on the principle of free-

energy conservation that accounts for pre-existing conformational ensembles and 

multiple binding molecules [17].  This model is less restrictive on the number and 

types of protein conformations that are adopted with ligand binding and provides a 

more practical approach to understanding protein allostery.  The model allows proteins 

to adopt all possible conformational states in the system with one conformational state 

predominating the others.  The observed allosteric phenomenon is then a consequence 

of redistributing the protein conformational ensembles observed in solution [13].  

 Two possible mechanisms, from the perspective of the protein folding energy 

landscape, are proposed to understand how an effector molecule can change the 

distribution of protein conformers [18,19].  The first mechanism involves changing the 

global minimum in the energy landscape with binding of an effector molecule such 
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that the conformation of one protein is favored over another.  In the second 

mechanism, the transition barrier is lowered in the energy landscape allowing proteins 

to sample other conformational space. This new definition expands the possible 

mechanisms by which proteins can be regulated including factors such as changing pH 

and temperature as an environmental cue. As a result, it has been postulated that all 

non-fibrous proteins are capable of being allosterically regulated.  

 A recent example of proteins existing as an ensemble of interconverting 

conformational states is a case study of Cobalamin-dependent methionine synthase 

(MetH)[20].  This elegant study detects changes in conformational distribution based 

on the absorption properties of the cobalamin cofactor to understand the effects of 

mutations and substrate binding.  Changes observed in the UV/visible spectra show 

that the protein interconverts between four states that are distinct from one another.  

Although MetH can adopt four possible conformational states at the same time, it is 

the most populated conformational state in the system that will yield the observed 

biological function. 

 The conformational preference of proteins can be shifted by mutating a select 

set of coevolving residues identified to form an interacting network postulated to 

facilitate allosteric communication [21].  Analyzing aligned sequences of the G 

protein superfamily, coevolving residues can be detected using an approach called 

Statistical Coupling Analysis [22].  Researchers were able to shift the conformational 

preference of G proteins between the GDP- and GTP- bound states by modifying 

residues forming the detected coevolving network.  Mutating residues adjacent to the 

identified residues did not shift the protein conformation, thus providing evidence for 
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an allosteric core and a mechanism to modify protein function based on detecting 

patterns in evolutionary selection. 

 Another contending mechanism for allosteric control is the use of entropy. In 

1989, the coupling free energy associated with substrate and ligand binding was 

studied for the allosteric inhibition of phosphofructokinase by MgATP and activation 

of NAD+-dependent isocitrate dehydrogenase by ADP[23].  In thermodynamics, free 

energy is the sum of contributions from both enthalpy and entropy. In this report, the 

authors were able to distinguish between enthalpy and entropy contributions to the 

coupling free energy based on the kinetic assays for both enzymes.  Observations 

show enthalpy favors activation while entropy has a larger contribution to the nature 

and magnitude of allosteric response favoring inhibition.  In a similar study using 

carbamoyl phosphate synthetase, entropy was shown to be the driving force of 

allostery based on comparing heat capacity associated with binding to various ligands 

and the coupling free energy.  These experimental findings support the role of entropy 

in allostery already formalized in 1984 with the Cooper-Dryden model [24].   

 The Cooper-Dryden model addresses the contribution of entropy to the 

allosteric free energy and suggests, in the extreme case, that allostery can be achieved 

in the absence of structural change by simply shifting the internal vibrational modes 

when reacting to an external stimulus such as ligand binding.  Recent molecular 

dynamic simulations comparing the dynamics of 17 protein-protein complexes to the 

respective unbound states support this model [25]. The comparisons show that 

complex formation does not restrict the binding partners to a particular conformational 
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state.  Instead a redistribution of dynamics was observed allowing the overall 

flexibility between the free and bound states to remain unchanged. 

 Associated with the Cooper-Dryden model is the idea of remote entropy 

compensation [14], a scenario where stabilization of one region of a protein is 

countered with the destabilization of a distantly located region.  This phenomenon has 

been observed using both computational and experimental approaches in many 

different proteins. Here we consider five examples to make the point. First, molecular 

dynamic (MD) simulations of lysozyme show differences between the dynamics of 

substrate bound and free states. When lysozyme is in complex with the substrate, a 

distant loop (residues 67 to 88) increases in fluctuation to compensate for the 

decreasing fluctuation observed for the substrate-contacting loop (residues 101 to 107) 

[26]. Second, global structural changes resulting from changes in local fluctuation 

induced by proton binding are observed in staphylococcal nucleases [27]. Third, 

spectroscopic experiments on the Tet repressor examined the fluorescence anisotropy 

decay of tryptophans introduced into a functionally important loop located distantly 

from the site of substrate binding. An increase in fluctuation was observed in this loop 

when anhydrotetracycline was bound to the Tet repressor [28]. Fourth, entropy 

compensation can be inferred from comparing X-ray structures of adenylate kinase in 

different conformations [29]. Fluctuations localized at the nucleoside monophosphate 

binding and LID domains, the substrate binding interface, show an inverse relationship 

with the fluctuations of loops α4-β3 and α5-β4 that are located distantly. Finally, 

mutational studies show long-range dynamic perturbations in eglin C detected by 

NMR. This protein is considered to be classically nonallosteric, an example where 
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distant fluctuations can be affected by changes in sequence [30] without detected 

structural changes.   

 Regardless which of the discussed mechanisms are correct, the necessity for 

proteins to have a flexible structure to facilitate the needed conformational change is 

clear.  Some flexible structures of functional importance include hinges, and catalytic 

and recognition loops.  Understanding how protein flexibility can be modulated by 

changes in sequence is one ultimate goal in understanding protein function. To achieve 

this goal, it is first necessary to understand the relationships between protein sequence 

and flexibility that have functional consequences. 

1.3 What Can the Sequence Tell Us? 

 The scientific community has benefited immensely from the recent explosion 

of biological data available from genomics and structural genomics efforts (Figure 

1.2).  In particular, many models have been developed to make inferences regarding 

protein structure and function using only sequence information.  Some examples 

include secondary structure[31]and ab initio tertiary structure predictions[32], as well 

as domain boundary identification[33].  The performance of predictors in this category 

is annually evaluated in a community wide competition, Critical Assessment of 

Structure Prediction (CASP), to monitor the state of the art in protein structure 

modeling and feature identification from sequence [34]. 
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Figure 1.2 – Timeline of key advancement in understanding sequence-structure relationship relative to 
explosion of structural data. 

 

 Recently there is a movement to recognize the importance of disordered 

regions in protein structures for function [35-39].  Tools have also been created to 

identify these regions.  PONDR is one of the early predictors created to identify 

disordered regions from amino acid sequences [40].  Later predictors have been 

trained on larger training datasets using a variety of definition for disordered regions 

with some incorporating evolutionary information [41-46].  These predictors are 

trained on disordered regions defined by residues with either high temperature factors 

or unresolvable regions in X-ray crystal structures.  

  How far can we push the boundary of the knowledge we can gain from a 

simple combinatorics of 20 amino acid residues?  The scientific community currently 
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can identify stable units and disordered regions in proteins using only sequence 

information.  With protein flexibility resting between the two extremes of the order-

disorder spectrum, we hypothesize that it is possible to detect sequence patterns 

encoding the necessary flexibility for proteins to function and respond to allosteric 

control (Figure 1.3). 

 

Figure 1.3 – Targeting the Middle Region in the Spectrum of Protein Flexibility. 

   

1.4 Preview of Dissertation 

 The ultimate goal of this dissertation is to understand how protein flexibility, 

particularly of functional importance, is encoded in the protein sequence (Figure 1.4).   
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Figure 1.4 – Schematic of the Ultimate Goal of this Dissertation. 

The hypothesis of this thesis is that there are restricted sequence patterns that encode local flexible 
regions of proteins with functional importance.  The goal of this dissertation is to create tools that can 
identify these sequence patterns and, ultimately, understand these patterns. 

 

To achieve this goal, it is necessary to first establish mechanisms to identify these 

flexible regions before associations can be made with possible sequence patterns.  

Therefore a large part of the work is focused on developing the necessary tools.  We 

use structural information to help generate the necessary dataset to guide the training 

of machine learning techniques to recognize reoccurring sequence patterns.  We begin 

with a structural based approach to identify these regions using two conformers, 

followed by a second approach using only a single conformer.  With these approaches, 

we are then able to create a sequence-based approach to identify our regions of 

interest.  In our final chapter, we test the strengths and limitations of our sequence-

based predictor and discuss the implications and future directions for this field.  The 

chapter highlights of this dissertation is as follows: 

  

Chapter 1: A brief history in the understanding of protein allostery is presented 

here.  The importance of protein flexibility for function and allosteric control is 

highlighted thus providing the motivation for this dissertation. 
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Chapter 2:   The underlying tools that were used to identify fluctuation changes 

associated with conformational change and to detect sequence patterns within these 

regions are presented.  The fields of molecular dynamic simulation and machine 

learning have been merged to identify our target regions with the growing amount of 

data generated from high throughput structural genomics and sequencing efforts. 

Chapter 3: A structure-based approach comparing two protein conformers is 

created to identify the redistribution of low frequency fluctuation that accommodates 

conformational change.  This approach is applied to the activation cycle of cyclin 

dependent kinase 2 to demonstrate the success of this methodology and how it may 

help guide experimental design. 

Chapter 4: A second structure-based definition using only a single protein 

conformer is developed to define our target regions of interest for pattern recognition.  

With this definition, we identify flexible regions of functional importance and were 

able to create a training dataset to generalize a sequence-functionally flexible 

relationship.  The final predictors, Wiggle and Wiggle200, identify our target regions 

in several case examples. 

Chapter 5: Wiggle and Wiggle200 were tested on experimentally defined regions 

and compared to other more specialized predictors.  This analysis highlights the utility 

of the predictors and provides guidelines for users to understand the prediction results. 

Chapter 6: The work presented in this dissertation is summarized in this 

concluding chapter.  Implications of the findings will be explored in the larger context 

of the field alongside with a discussion on where future work will likely lead us. 
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 The text of Chapter one, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in J. 

Gu, M. Gribskov,  P.E.  Bourne.  2006.  Wiggle – Predicting Functionally Flexible 

Regions from Primary Sequence. PLoS Computational Biology, 2(7):e90.  The 

dissertation author was the primary author and the co-authors listed in this publication 

directed and supervised the research which forms the basis for this chapter. 
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Chapter 2 : Computational Tools used to Bridge 

the Protein Sequence and Functional Flexibility 

Gap 

 

 

 To successfully identify amino acid sequence patterns that encode flexibility of 

functional importance with machine learning techniques, a training set containing a 

large number of examples is needed to make this generalization.  Unfortunately, the 

availability of experimentally based examples of flexible regions with functional 

importance is few and dispersed.  Instead, we use the large number of available X-ray 

structures available and generate a training set with a consistent definition.  The 

advancement in the fields of protein dynamic modeling, sequence profile 

representation, and machine learning has reached a stage to address important issues 

such as this.  In the following we introduce the main tools that were instrumental in 

this work.  The details of how these tools were used to understand protein flexibility 

will be described in the respective chapters. 

2.1 The Gaussian Network Model 

 While molecular dynamics provide the highest level of detail to protein motion 

[47], alternative dynamic modeling approaches that are less computationally 

demanding have been developed to model motion occurring at time scales beyond 
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nanoseconds [48].  These coarse-grained models have been found to provide accurate 

characterizations of motion when compared to classic all-atom based molecular 

dynamics [49].  For the purposes of our work presented in this dissertation, coarse-

grained models best suited our needs to generate simulations for over a thousand 

proteins.  Therefore the Gaussian Network Model (GNM) has been instrumental to the 

successful completion of this work and we introduce the basic underlying concepts 

here. 

 The GNM [50,51] makes a good approximation of protein fluctuations using 

only the positional information of Cα atoms as nodes of connectivity.  This model 

combines the simplicity of the elastic theory applied to random polymer network [52] 

and the success of using a single-parameter potential [53] to model protein dynamics 

based on coordinates of the Cα atoms serving as nodes. The connectivity within the 

protein structure is represented as a Kirchhoff matrix Γ where R is the distance 

between the Cα atoms of residues i and j with rc denoting the distance radius threshold 

(7 Å).  

! 

"ij =
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0              if i $ j and Rij & rc
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 Decomposing the inverse of this matrix yields a set of eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors that describe protein fluctuation partitioned into different modes of 

motion.  This decomposition allows us to concentrate our analysis on the two largest 
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amplitude modes because they have been found to sufficiently describe large global 

motions in proteins [54-57].   

 The equilibrium-correlated fluctuations between two sites can be obtained by 

finding the inverse of the Kirchhoff matrix and is represented as: 

! 

"Ri •"R j = (3kbT /2#)
$1

%[ ]
ij  

where kb is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and γ is a single-

parameter harmonic potential that accounts for the fluctuations of a residue about a 

mean axis.  

 Cross-correlated fluctuations between residues i and j are defined as: 

! 

C(i, j) =
"#Ri •#R j $

"#Ri •#Ri$"#R j •#R j $[ ]
1
2

 

 Despite the simplicity of this model, it has been shown to model experimental 

temperature factors well [50].  With this method we are able to obtain information 

about protein motion in order to identify fluctuation redistribution and define our 

target regions for machine learning training. 

2.2 Hidden Markov Models 

 In computational biology, Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are probabilistic 

models used to describe a set of linear sequences [58].  The use of HMMs was first 

introduced to model DNA sequences in 1989[59].  Application for use as protein 

profiles soon followed in 1994 to search sequence databases and generate multiple 
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sequence alignments of families and domains from protein homologs [60].  HMMs 

were selected over profile methods that have historically used ad hoc scoring systems 

to represent protein sequences in the training dataset.  The main advantage of using 

HMMs in this work is that evolutionary information is retained in the profiles.  

Particularly, these models are capable of modeling insertions and deletions events 

occurring at each position of the protein sequence.   

 The probability states of the HMMs were used as input features in the training 

of our support vector machine.  HMMs for sequences in the training set were 

generated using SAM-t2k [61].  This method iteratively identifies sequence 

homologous to the query sequence and creates a HMM with each round.  Approaching 

HMM generation is this manner increases the detection of remote homologs.  

Identifying remote homologs and including them in the HMMs is in our interest 

because we would like to model as much sequence space as possible to generalize the 

sequence-flexibility relationship. 

2.3 Support Vector Machines 

 The growth of available biological data for data mining and pattern recognition 

makes machine learning techniques an indispensable tool in the field of computational 

biology.  Since features of these biological data tend to be high dimensional in nature, 

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are attractive algorithms for modeling this kind of 

data.  Most learning techniques such as neural networks are hindered by the curse of 

dimensionality [62] whereas SVMs benefit from high dimensional data by finding 

large margins that separate input features [63,64].  This approach differs from other 
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algorithms that often directly map in the input space to the output space.  Instead, the 

methodology models the decision boundary that separates the input features in the 

dataset. 

 To successfully conduct supervised learning the following basic criteria must 

be met [63]: 

1. The learning problem, consisting of a set of input and output features, must be 

defined.  The goal of supervised learning is to generalize a relationship 

between this set of input features and output features.  

2. A function to estimate the decision boundary that separates the input features 

to make a prediction about the target feature is chosen.  Examples of functions 

include the linear, polynomial, and radial basis function.  Some functions work 

better than others. 

3. During supervised learning, an error function is needed to compare predictions 

to target values to test how well the model is fitting the decision boundary. 

 

 The training set must be large and cover as much of the nonredundant input 

feature space to be correlated with the output feature space.  Various model functions 

are explored to create the best predictor where the error function measured between 

the predicted value and observation is minimized.  Training is done with double cross 

validation function where two test sets are used to gauge the performance of the 

predictors.  The first set is used to evaluate performance of predictors during training 

and a second set is used after the completion of training.  We use SVMlite to generate 

our SVMs [65]. 
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Chapter 3 : Identifying Allosteric Fluctuation 

Transitions Between Different Protein 

Conformational States 

 

 

 

 In the introduction, we presented examples of specific evidence supporting the 

argument that allostery is a consequence of redistributing the vibrational dynamics 

with the protein.  To identify local large-amplitude fluctuation changes between 

different structural conformers, we first create a structure-based algorithm designed to 

analyze changes in protein fluctuations modeled by the Gaussian Network Model 

(GNM) [50].  Large amplitude fluctuations describing global protein motion are 

normalized before making a comparison between two different conformational states.  

With this procedure we call Transitional Dynamics Analysis (TDA), the normalization 

step and the use of large-amplitude fluctuation instead of experimental temperature 

factors improved the detection of changes in local fluctuation important for function 

during such processes as regulation and catalysis.  

 In addition to detecting local fluctuation redistribution, it is also important to 

identify and understand position-specific contributions of residues to global 

fluctuation. Networks of co-evolving interacting residues within proteins have been 
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postulated to facilitate allosteric transitions [21,22,66,67].  These networks have been 

identified using a sequence-based approach that requires a large number of 

homologous sequences to detect co-evolving residues.  Here we have created a 

structure-based approach, PIVET (Positional Impact Vertex for Entropy Transfer), to 

gauge the long-range impact on protein dynamics with residue pairs in close structural 

proximity.  Both of these methods are detailed at the end of this chapter. 

 TDA and PIVET were applied to the Cyclin-Dependent Kinase 2 (CDK2) 

activation cycle where a number of crystallographic structures are available to 

represent the different stages of activation[68-74].  The CDK2 activation cycle is 

regulated by cyclin A and involves a series of binding and phosphorylation events to 

fully activate the kinase leading to the control of cell proliferation[75,76].  The cycle 

begins with the two-domain CDK2 enzyme in a closed conformation to be activated 

by ATP binding, complex formation with cyclin A, dephosphorylation of the glycine 

rich loop (G-loop), and phosphorylation of the activation loop (T-loop).  We will 

demonstrate the importance of understanding fluctuation changes throughout this 

cycle and consider the broader implications for protein design. 

 The approach presented here offers advantages over current approaches that 

consider structure-flexibility relationships.  First, while structural comparison of 

alternative conformers is a popular approach that can provide valuable insights into 

the direction of positional change and detect flexible regions such as hinges, it cannot 

identify fluctuation changes.  Second, comparing experimental temperature factors (B 

values) from X-ray crystallography may miss important fluctuation changes resulting 

from limitations in the quality and resolution of the data.  This limitation will be 
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apparent in the analysis of CDK2.  Third, Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations 

provide highly detailed fluctuation descriptions that cannot be matched by our 

approach, but because of computational demands, MD simulations are limited to tens 

of nanoseconds.  The approaches presented here can address fluctuation changes that 

occur over longer time scales by using a coarse-grained protein dynamic modeling 

algorithm.  Finally, as a consequence of relatively short computational times, the 

approach can be used in a high-throughput mode addressing the rapid growth in 

protein structures generated by structural genomics efforts. In summary, TDA and 

PIVET offer a fast, computationally tractable approach to conduct large-scale analysis 

of motions to understand the fluctuation changes that correspond to conformational 

changes.  

 

3.1 Transitional Dynamic Analysis  

 The advantage in analyzing extracted modes over experimental temperature 

factors (B factors) derived from X-ray crystallography studies is that detected changes 

only reflect changes in large amplitude fluctuations that are responsible for global 

motions.  Fluctuations arising from higher frequency modes, such as side chain 

rotations, have little contribution to the global motion and are not considered in this 

analysis.  B factors tend to represent local motions at each atomic position.  While 

there is some agreement in the flexible regions identified by the large-amplitude 

modes of the GNM and B factor profiles, the descriptions for protein fluctuations are 

different as observed for CDK2 (Figure 3.1). With this focus on large-amplitude 
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fluctuation, we conduct TDA on the activation cycle of CDK2 to demonstrate the 

success of this methodology (Figure 3.2).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 - Comparison of GNM and B Factor Profiles for CDK2.   

(A) Structural mapping of GNM dynamic modeling results for the apo form of CDK2 (PDB ID: 1HCL; 
see Materials and Methods).  The N-terminal lobe is more flexible (red) when compared to the C-
terminal lobe (blue).  The structure is color coded in a gradient of GNM values for the weighted average 
of the top two modes.  (B) Comparison of modal plots for the two largest amplitude fluctuations are 
shown for the apo (red) and ATP bound (blue) conformers of ATP.  Flexible regions defined by GNM 
differ from those defined by experimental temperature factors (dashed line). 
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Figure 3.2 - TDA on the CDK2 Activation Cycle 

Fluctuation changes detected by TDAmode are mapped to individual stuctures of the CDK2 activation 
cycle.  To fully activate the kinase, a series of steps must occur involving (1) ATP binding, (2) cyclin A 
binding (cyclin not shown), and (3) T160 phosphorylation leading to (4) substrate binding (substrate not 
shown).  Values have been normalized such that positive and negative values respectively indicate 
increasing (red) and decreasing (blue) fluctuations when compared to the previous conformational state.  
ATP is shown in yellow. 
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3.1.1 Application to the CDK2 activation cycle 

 The first step in CDK2 activation is the binding of ATP to the monomer.  

Structurally the apoenzyme and the ATP bound conformation are very similar with an 

overall root mean square deviation (RMSD) of 0.39 Å excluding residues 37-40 which 

are not resolved in either structure [72].  Within the ATP binding pocket, residue 

conformations are mostly conserved despite the presence of ATP. GNM shows large 

global fluctuations are mostly localized to the N-terminal lobe with a distinctive stable 

core in the CDK2 apoenzyme (Figure 3.1A).  The shape of the GNM plot between 

apoenzyme and ATP bound complex were also found to be highly similar (Figure 

3.1B).  This finding is expected since previous modeling efforts with GNM illustrated 

that proteins with similar architectures employ similar mechanistic modes [77].  

 However, despite similarities in structure and modal shape, TDAmode (see 

Materials and Methods) reveals regional changes in dynamics with functional 

importance for the kinase (Figure 3.3A).  Significant changes in the dynamics 

identified by TDAmode between apo and ATP bound form of CDK2 are localized to the 

N-terminal lobe in the first activation stage. The apoenzyme displays a suppressed 

PSTAIRE helix (residues 46-57) with an increase in fluctuation located to the N-

terminal lobe, particularly the G-loop (residues 9-19), as well as residues 242-246.  

These changes indicate that ATP binding leads to the destabilization of the PSTAIRE 

helix and stabilization of the G-loop (Figure 3.2).  The PSTAIRE helix is an important 

binding site for cyclin A to allosterically regulate this kinase.  
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Figure 3.3 - Fluctuation and Structural Changes Detected in the Activation Cycle of CDK2.   

Fluctuation changes between different CDK2 conformers: (A) apo and ATP bound structure, (B) ATP 
bound and cyclin binding, (C) phosphorylated and unphosphorylated T160, and (D) fully activated 
CDK2 and substrate bound conformer.  Structural and fluctuation changes are plotted separately against 
the residue index of CDK2 only.  Different fluctuation changes are observed for the kinase when 
comparing large amplitude modes (solid lines) and experimental temperature factors (dashed lines) 
between conformers.  Significant changes are identified based on the threshold of 1.5 standard 
deviations from the mean fluctuation centered at zero (red lines).  Structural changes are measured by 
RMSD between Cα atoms. 
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 Performing the same analysis using temperature factors (TDABfactor) (see 

Materials and Methods) identifies fluctuation changes localized to the T-loop (residues 

152-171) while the N-terminal lobe shows no change (Figure 3.3A).  One reason for 

this disagreement may be that the GNM does not adequately model the temperature 

factors in the T-loop when compared to the experimental values for the apo and ATP-

bound conformers (data not shown).  Experimental temperature factors show that the 

T-loop is more flexible than was calculated by the GNM.  However, this difference 

does not preclude detection of significant changes in the T-loop at later stages of 

CDK2 activation.  Also, we find that the use of normalized large amplitude modes 

identified functionally important fluctuations that were missed by normalized 

temperature factors such as the stabilization effects on the N-terminal lobe upon ATP 

binding.  The implication is that TDAmode identifies fluctuation changes that play an 

important role specific to this stage of activation.  That is, ATP does not significantly 

alter the fluctuation state of the T-loop compared to those observed for the N-terminal 

lobe. 

 Following ATP binding, the inactive monomeric CDK2 is then partially 

activated with the binding of cyclin A that displaces the T-loop by 20Å to open the 

catalytic cleft for substrate binding [69] (Figure 3.3B).  TDAmode between CDK2-ATP 

and CDK2-ATP-cyclin A shows an increase in G-loop fluctuation countered by 

stabilization in the PSTAIRE helix, T-loop, residues 238-242 and the C terminal tail.  

Changes in the major functional regions are in agreement with fluctuation changes 

identified using temperature factors between these two conformers.  Despite a poor 

correlation between calculated and experimental temperature factors in the T-loop as 
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discussed earlier, TDAmode was able to identify a decrease in large-amplitude 

fluctuation in this region using mode information.  Experimental studies show that 

phosphorylation of the T-loop does not occur until after CDK2 is bound to cyclin A 

therefore suggesting that TDA with large-amplitude modes identifies changes in 

fluctuation when the change is necessary for a particular stage of activation. 

 To fully activate the kinase after binding of cyclin A, phosphorylation of T160 

is required to structurally shift the T-loop for optimal ATP alignment and substrate 

stabilization for subsequent phosphoryl transfer.  Phosphorylation at T160 stabilizes 

the T-loop to optimize the conformation of ATP for subsequent phosphoryl transfer, 

and reorganizes the cleft for substrate binding [71].  TDAmode shows fluctuation 

changes in the T-loop to have both a decrease in the outer edges with an increase 

fluctuation peaking at residue 162 in the center (Figure 3.3C) upon phosphorylation.  

Experimental data suggest that T160 phosphorylation results in a more flexible and 

disordered T-loop [74,78], irrespective of the presence of cyclin A, thus supporting the 

results of TDAmode which detected changes unidentified by TDABfactor.  Instead, 

TDABfactor shows changes in a different part of the molecule, with increasing 

fluctuations for residues 6-15 and 36-40 along with decreasing fluctuations in residues 

93-99.  The fluctuation changes for the G-loop (residues 9-19) and residues 36-40 is in 

direct disagreement with those reported by TDAmode which shows a decrease in 

fluctuation of the G-loop and residues 37-38 accompanied by an increase in 

fluctuation for residues 72-74 and 81. TDAmode also disagrees with previous MD 

simulation results and we will return to discuss this discrepancy later. 
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 The phosphorylated CDK2-cyclin A complex is now structurally primed for 

substrate binding during the final stage of activation.  Minimal changes in protein 

conformation were observed and the substrate is found to interact only with the larger 

C-terminal lobe leading to the exposure of Y15 to solvent and phosphorylation [73].  

The T-loop, which is already observed to have a decreased amount of fluctuation in 

the outer edge of the loop when transitioning from semi-active to active state, 

undergoes further suppression at the center with substrate binding (Figure 3.3D). The 

findings here are in agreement with MD simulations that show the T-loop to have a 

decrease fluctuation state with phosphorylation at T160 [79]. 

 The discussion thus far has been mostly focused on the changes in fluctuation 

observed for the G-loop and T-loop, however, TDAmode also identifies other regions of 

functional importance that have been experimentally validated.  First, residues 237-

242 were found to be stabilized early in the activation cycle with the binding of ATP 

followed by cyclin A.  This region, also referred as the CDK insert because it is not 

found in other kinases, has been implicated as a binding interface for other diverse 

proteins such as CksHS1 [80] and KAP [81] that regulate the kinase.  MD simulations 

also show that this region adopts a highly mobile state indicating that this is a site for 

conformational change [82].   Second, stabilization of the C-terminal tail was also 

observed at the beginning of the activation cycle with no change in fluctuation in 

subsequent stages.  Third, residues 34-38 were detected to have changes in fluctuation 

during the later stages of the activation cycle.  In a corresponding region of cAMP 

dependent protein kinase (PKA), the B-helix is observed to undergo an order-disorder 

transition associated with the phosphoryl transfer process [83].  This transition in PKA 
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was detected by monitoring the backbone flexibility using time-resolved fluorescence 

anisotropy and suggests that the internal entropy found in this region contributes to the 

catalytic process.  Extrapolating this result based on homology to our findings 

suggests the same is true for CDK2.  Last, another region detected by TDAmode defined 

by residues 37 and 41-47 shows a decrease in fluctuation with the binding of cyclin A.  

MD simulations comparing ligand binding effects between CDK2 and CDK4 show 

that residues 37-44 are disordered with conformational flexibility affecting ligand 

binding affinities and potencies.  This example indicates the need to consider local 

flexibility differences in designing selective inhibitors [84].            

3.1.2 Disagreements with previous Molecular Dynamics simulations 

in G-Loop fluctuation 

 Decreasing fluctuation changes in the G-loop determined by TDAmode is in 

disagreement with both TDABfactor and a previous MD simulation study reporting an 

increase in fluctuation [85] during the T160 phosphorylation stage to fully activate the 

kinase.  However, the findings presented here should not be discounted for the 

following reasons.  First, a different MD simulation performed for a longer duration 

(0.25 µs) showed that the activating phosphate has an overall stabilization effect on 

global fluctuation, including the G-loop [82].  Second, if we consider the sequential 

order of regulatory events, the 3 ns MD simulation [85] suggests that a decrease in G-

loop fluctuation is observed during the binding of ATP to monomeric CDK2 and is 

followed by a continual increase in fluctuation until the end of the activation cycle.  

Based on this MD interpretation of G-loop fluctuation, it is not evident when the loop 
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will form ATP stabilizing interactions that is needed during phosphoryl transfer, an 

event that occurs several stages after ATP binding [86].  Alternatively, TDAmode 

identifies G-loop stabilization at two stages, during the initial binding of ATP and the 

full activation of CDK2 primed for phosphoryl transfer with T160 phosphorylation.  

Third, from an experimental perspective, structural data shows that Y15 is buried in 

the active pT160-CDK2-ATP-cyclin A complex [71] and this finding would be 

incongruous with the idea that the G-loop has an observed increase in fluctuation.  

Lastly, the G-loop is important for the exclusion of water molecules and positioning 

the ATP molecule for phosphoryl transfer to substrate [72].  Again, MD simulation 

that models the G-loop to have continual increase in fluctuation since the initial 

binding of ATP does not reflect this experimental observation.  In summary, although 

the 3 ns MD simulation is in agreement with changes identified by experimental 

temperature factors [69,71], the lack of agreement with other experimental data and 

our findings suggest that a longer MD simulation should be undertaken to fully 

understand the dynamics of the G-loop during the activation cycle. 

3.1.3 Potential entropy compensation mechanisms in CDK2 

 As mentioned earlier, our purpose is to identify fluctuation changes that are 

functionally important and may have a contributing role to the allosteric nature of the 

protein.  From the results presented here, TDAmode conducted on various stages of the 

activation cycle of CDK2 suggests that entropy compensation mechanisms are indeed 

involved.  Fluctuation changes for the G-loop and T-loop were observed to be 

inversely related to each other throughout the activation cycle, most noticeably after 
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the binding of cyclin A.  For example, fluctuation changes associated with T160 

phosphorylation show a decrease in G-loop fluctuation counterbalanced with an 

increase in T-loop fluctuation (Figure 3.4). Upon substrate binding, the G-loop was 

observed to increase in fluctuation while the T-loop became more stabilized.  These 

changes were not detectable when comparing experimental temperature factors, 

making TDAmode a useful approach to quickly identify the contribution of internal 

entropy to protein function. 

 

 

Figure 3.4 - An example of entropy compensation in CDK2 with a possible role for protein allostery.   

The transitional changes from a semi-active to active state (dashed line) and finally from an active state 
to substrate bound state (solid line) are shown.  The changes in fluctuation between the G-loop and T-
loop are observed to have an inverse relationship with each other. 
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3.1.4 Detection of evolutionary selection for dynamics? 

 Structural constraints inherently impose a certain amount of evolutionary 

pressure on sequences [87-89] and we propose that the dynamic restraints needed for 

function also contribute to this selection can be identified using TDA.  Within the G-

loop, TDAmode identified residues G13, T14 and Y15 to be the three residues with the 

most dynamical change at different stages of CDK2 activation.  Of the three glycines 

in the Gly-X-Gly-X-X-Gly motif, residue G13 was found to be the most conserved 

and critical for catalysis [90-92].  Unlike the other glycines of this motif, G13 is also 

highly conserved in other kinase families besides the typical protein kinase family of 

which CDK2 is a member [93].  Site directed mutation studies of the corresponding 

glycine in PKA (G52 in PKA) suggests that this residue serves a structural role by 

providing the necessary flexibility to interact with ATP [90].  TDA reports G13 to 

have the largest change in fluctuation of the three glycines in the motif throughout the 

activation cycle thus highlighting the possible evolutionary pressure imposed by 

dynamic restraints.   

 The other two residues, T14 and Y15, are important inhibitory phosphorylation 

sites in the G-loop that regulate the activity of CDK2 [94]. The dephosphorylation of 

these residues has been found to be the rate limiting step in activating the kinase [95-

97].  From this analysis, TDA has identified T14 with the most fluctuation change 

during the first two stages of the activation cycle encompassing the transitions from 

apoenzyme to ATP bound conformer followed by cyclin binding.  After which Y15 

was observed to experience the most dynamical change for the remaining stages of the 
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activation cycle, full activation of the kinase with T160 phosphorylation and substrate 

binding.  

 Last, similar observations to those above suggest a possible correlation 

between the degree of dynamic change and conservation of functionally important 

residue T160 in the T-loop.  This activating phosphorylation site is observed to have 

one of the most significant fluctuation changes in this region occurring in response to 

cyclin A binding and phosphorylation to fully activate the kinase.  Given that G13, 

T14, Y15, and T160 are highly conserved it is conceivable that their positioning is part 

of an architectural design to either maximize or take advantage of the fluctuation 

change at these sites.  Such selective pressure cannot be concluded from a single 

example, but is worthy of further study.  

 

3.2 Positional Impact Vertex for Entropy Compensation 

 To identify the impact of residue pairs on global fluctuation, we developed an 

approach called PIVET (Positional Impact Vertex for Entropy Transfer).  First we 

identify the changing interaction between residue pairs found in two different 

conformers.  Then we conduct serial in silico mutations to each of these changing 

pairs and obtain the resulting large amplitude fluctuation with GNM for comparison to 

the native dynamic fluctuation (see Materials and Methods).  This is achieved through 

comparison of the Kirchoff matrices (KM) used in the GNM calculation.  Since the 

KM is constructed based on neighboring residues within a given radius threshold 

surrounding each C-α atom, the residue pairs may not actually be in contact as defined 
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by hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interaction, or van der Waals forces.  Therefore this 

analysis gauges the positional impact for a given protein architecture on global 

fluctuation based on changes in residue neighbors.   

 For example, comparing residue pair changes between the apo and ATP-bound 

form of CDK2, we find a total of 27 changes in residue pair neighboring (Figure 3.5) 

based on a distance threshold of 7 Å between C-α atoms.  The neighboring of residues 

17 and 35 was observed to have the most impact on global fluctuation affecting 

22.11% of the protein, while residues 2 and 5 had little to no contribution at 1.70%.     

 

Figure 3.5 - PIVET Results Between Apoenzyme and ATP Bound CDK2 Conformers. 

Residue pair changes between apo and ATP bound conformers of CDK2 and their effect on global 
fluctuation.  27 residue pairs were observed to have a change in neighboring.  Shown are: gain of a 
neighbor (red), loss of a neighbor (blue), loss of 2 neighbors (green), and no net change observed 
(orange).  The table lists the impact of residue pairs as a percent of overall structure and direction of 
change where -1 indicate loss of a neighbor (disruption) and 1 a gain of a neighbor in going from the 
apo to the ATP bound conformer. 
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 During the second stage of activation involving the binding of cyclin A to 

CDK2, 177 changes in pairing relationships were observed in CDK2 with a total of 

218 changes including the contacts between CDK2 and cyclin A.  Perturbations were 

conducted only in CDK2 to modify pairing relationship from the ATP bound 

conformer state to the semi-activated conformer bound to cyclin A.  PIVET shows that 

residues 114 and 142 have the most impact on backbone fluctuations in CDK2 

affecting 23.47% of residues with residues 44 and 41 having the least impact (Table 

3.1).  The top 10 residue pairs with the most impact on global fluctuation all involve 

residues within or in close proximity to the T-loop and the PSTAIRE helix.  

 Phosphorylation at T160 (1FIN to 1JST) resulted in changes between 77 pairs 

of residues with a total of 143 pairs when including CDK2-cyclin A contacts and those 

found within cyclin A itself.  With substrate binding, 63 residue pairs were changed in 

CDK2 with a total of 108 pairs including cyclin A.  The interactions between ATP and 

substrate were not included in this analysis.  As expected, positional changes in cyclin 

A were ranked amongst the lowest impacting residue pairs for these two stages.  

However, some changes of residue pairs found in cyclin A were ranked amongst the 

top 10 most influencing positions that effect global fluctuation.  
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Table 3.1- Top 10 Most and Least Impacting Residue Pairs on Global Fluctuation for CDK2.   

The 10 residue pairs with the most and least impact on global fluctuation for each activation stage as 
determined by PIVET.  The impact and direction of change for each residue pair with corresponding 
chains (A and B) are indicated by a loss (-1) and gain (1) of neighbors.  Residues are ranked according 
to their impact on fluctuations in CDK2 only. 

 TOP 10 PIVET BOTTOM 10 PIVET 

 
Residue Pairs Impact ! Residue Pairs Impact ! 

A 114   A 142  23.47% 1 A 231   A 238  3.06% 1 

A 156   A 163  22.11% -1 A 294   A 103  3.06% 1 

A 149   A 146  15.65% 1 A 15   A 36  2.38% -1 

A 56   A 67  15.31% -1 A 90   A 296  2.38% 1 

A 151   A 122  14.63% 1 A 163   A 160  2.38% 1 

A 123   A 149  14.63% 1 A 162   A 157  2.04% -1 

A 122   A 152  14.29% 1 A 295   A 137  1.70% 1 

A 124   A 149  14.29% 1 A 157   A 160  1.36% -1 

A 151   A 123  13.95% 1 A 36   A 16  1.36% -1 

Activation 

Stage 2   

(1HCK to 1FIN )  

A 177   A 158  13.95% 1 A 44   A 41  1.02% -1 

A 278   A 113  20.81% 1 A 241   A 221  2.35% 1 

A 222   A 216  20.47% 1 B 284   B 287  2.35% -1 

A 110   A 142  20.47% 1 B 284   B 281  2.01% -1 

B 310   B 230  19.46% 1 B 372   B 370  2.01% 1 

B 292   A 40  17.11% -1 B 266   B 271  2.01% -1 

B 302   B 241  17.11% 1 A 180   A 158  1.68% -1 

A 158   A 177  16.78% -1 A 245   A 221  1.68% 1 

A 74   A 38  16.78% -1 B 389   B 386  1.68% -1 

B 350   B 390  16.78% 1 B 279   B 284  1.68% -1 

Activation 

Stage 3  

(1FIN to 1JST)   

A 180   A 177  16.44% 1 B 362   B 395  1.01% -1 

B 181  A 121 17.11% -1 A 223  A 228 1.68% -1 

B 193  B 241 16.11% -1 B 279  B 284 1.68% 1 

A 37  A 45 15.44% -1 A 253  A 248 1.01% 1 

A 279  A 283 15.10% 1 B 198  B 202 1.01% -1 

B 292  A 39 14.77% -1 B 279  B 291 1.01% -1 

B 308  B 305 14.77% -1 B 334  B 359 0.67% -1 

B 340  B 394 14.77% -1 B 284  B 287 0.67% 1 

A 113  A 278 14.43% -1 B 347  B 341 0.67% 1 

B 289  A 40 14.43% -1 B 419  B 414 0.34% -1 

Activation 

Stage 4  

(1JST to 1QMZ) 

A 42  A 38 14.09% -1 B 391  B 362 0.34% -1 
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 In summary, changes in residue pairing have less impact over the course of the 

activation cycle as the kinase adopts a fully active final conformation.  At the start of 

the cycle with the binding of ATP and Cyclin A, 22.11% and 23.47% of CDK2 

residues were impacted.  In the final stage, only 17.11% of the residues were affected.  

This is also expected since these regulation steps, binding of Cyclin A and 

phosphorylation of T160, serves to stabilize the kinase to catalyze the phosphoryl 

transfer from ATP to substrate.  This analysis is important in providing insight into 

possible sites sensitive to mutations with a long distance effect on global fluctuation 

and ultimately protein function.  Furthermore, PIVET can also be used to identify 

potential small molecule binding sites and localize the corresponding impact on 

protein fluctuation for drug design. 

  

3.3 Conclusions 

 TDAmode successfully detects fluctuation changes that correspond to changes in 

protein conformation located in functionally important regions while PIVET is able to 

provide insights into the positional contribution to global fluctuation.  The success of 

both these algorithms has been demonstrated in the activation cycle of CDK2 

confirming previous findings while raising the need to revisit another.  Both 

approaches allow us to understand the contribution of fluctuation changes to protein 

allostery and function.      

 Although protein conformations are structurally very similar, TDAmode 

identifies significant, localized difference in fluctuation state as illustrated by 
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comparing the apoenzyme and ATP bound monomeric CDK2.  These changes cannot 

be detected using structure directly or by experimental temperature factor 

comparisons.  TDA requires normalizing fluctuations in a particular mode so that two 

different protein conformers can be directly compared.   

 GNM reduces the details of the global protein structure down to just the 

positional information defined by the Cα atoms, yet it is possible to detect local 

fluctuation changes in the absence of specific side chain information.  As such, 

without any a priori knowledge, TDA identifies functionally important and highly 

conserved residues undergoing the largest dynamical changes in that local region.  

These regions are sensitive to residue changes and have impact on the function of the 

protein, either through regulatory or catalytic mechanisms. 

 PIVET identifies and gauges the impact of residue pairs on global fluctuation.  

Similar to the recent discovery of interacting networks facilitating allostery [21,22,66], 

we show there are sensitive hotspots in the protein structure that have an impact on 

global fluctuation.  While the role of these residues remains to be confirmed 

experimentally, the modulation of global fluctuation with this small subset of residue 

pairs could ultimately modulate protein function. 

 There are several advantages of using approaches based on coarse-grained 

protein dynamic modeling algorithms over MD simulations.  Large-scale analysis can 

be conducted with TDA and PIVET to address global fluctuation changes occurring at 

longer time scales.  Compared to MD, the approaches presented here are 

computationally fast, capture protein motions on a larger time scale, and do not require 

proteins to be at a global minimum energy state.  Conceivably, mode information 
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obtained from any coarse-grained approach can be used to perform TDA but the 

effectiveness must be tested.  GNM is a modeling technique that accounts for all 

resolvable residues in the protein structure and allows us to focus on backbone 

fluctuations.  With the growing number of available structures, both TDA and PIVET 

provide a solution to conduct large-scale analyses between protein conformations. 

 

3.4 Materials and Methods 

3.4.1 Transitional Dynamic Analysis 

 TDA is a two-step normalization procedure that identifies regional fluctuation 

changes between two protein conformations.  The first step normalizes the large 

amplitude fluctuation between two systems in order to make a comparison, while the 

second step was needed to identify significant changes in fluctuations.  We focused on 

the weighted average of the two largest modes of motion, as calculated by the GNM, 

to identify changes in fluctuation (TDAmode).  B values were also used in this 

algorithm to make a performance comparison to large modes (TDABfactor).   

 To compare backbone fluctuation between two different systems, it is 

necessary to normalize large amplitude fluctuations to the respective intrinsic native 

fluctuation of the system for that particular mode.  A median based approach to 

exclude outliers is used in order to calculate the mean fluctuation and standard 

deviation needed to normalize the weighted average of the two largest amplitude 

fluctuations for the protein.  First the displacement (mad) from the median fluctuation 
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(m1) of the protein for each position (x) is calculated.  Then, a M score for each residue 

is obtained where: 

 

! 

mad = x "m
1[ ]

median
 

! 

M =| 0.6745" (x #m) /mad | 

 

Residues with an M score greater than 3.5 were considered outliers and excluded from 

the calculation of the mean (µmode) and standard deviation (σmode) of the intrinsic 

fluctuation found for the specific mode.  Fluctuations were normalized (Snorm) for each 

protein as follows:   

! 

S
norm

=
x "µ

slow

#
slow

 

 The second normalization step is conducted on the difference between 

normalized fluctuations obtained from the first step to identify regions with significant 

changes in fluctuation.  Z scores were assigned for each difference (d) where: 

! 

Z =
d "µdiff

# diff

 

This transformation shifts the mean difference to 0 (no change in dynamics between 

the two states) such that positive values indicate an increase in fluctuation from the 

reference state and negative values indicate a decrease in fluctuation.  Regions with Z 

scores > 2 or < -2 are considered to be important for the conformational change 

between states.  TDA only reports changes in dynamics and provides no insights as to 

the actual magnitude of fluctuation.     
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3.4.2 Positional Impact Vertex for Entropy Transfer 

 Changes in structural proximity between residues (7 Å radius) are detected by 

comparing Kirchoff matrices constructed for the GNM calculation.  Each identified 

changes were then modified in the Kirchoff matrix for subsequent calculation with the 

GNM to understand the effects of changing these relationships.  Fluctuations obtained 

with the GNM for these modified systems were compared to the original results to 

identify changes in global fluctuation using the TDA algorithm.  The impact of residue 

pairs on global fluctuation was ranked by the impact factor (I) defined by the ratio of 

residues with a significant change in fluctuation (NTDA) to the total number of residues 

in the protein or isolated region of interest (Nresidues).  Since we focus on fluctuation 

changes in the CDK2 kinase only, we normalize to the length of this protein instead of 

the combined total number when including cyclin A. (Nresidues = 298 residues)  

 

! 

I =
N
TDA

N
residues
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Chapter 4 : Modeling the Relationship between 

Protein Sequence and Functional Flexibility 

 

 The ultimate goal of this dissertation is to identify sequence patterns that 

dictate local regions to be flexible and serve a functional purpose. By combining 

protein dynamic modeling and machine learning techniques, we were able to create 

predictors that generalize the sequence-flexibility relationship for all proteins. These 

predictors were able to identify flexible regions of functional importance such as 

hinges, recognition loops, and catalytic loops using only sequence information. The 

work presented here has important contributions to our understanding of the sequence-

flexibility relationship and paves the way to identifying local sequence modulations 

that impact protein function without necessarily changing the structure in the spirit of 

the Cooper-Dryden Model. 

 

4.1 Importance of Understanding the Sequence-Functional 

Flexibility Relationship  

 Protein structures are not rigid bodies, as suggested by time-independent solid-

state crystal structures. Rather, proteins are selected by nature to balance between 

stability and flexibility in order to traverse the funnels of the protein energy landscape 

that characterize the conformational states needed to achieve a specific bioactivity. In 
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part because of the way protein structures are traditionally represented and visualized 

in the crystallographic structure, the dynamics of protein motion are poorly conveyed 

and often neglected when the protein is treated as a static entity, although intuitively 

we know otherwise. Furthermore, protein sequence-structure relationships have been 

heavily focused on creating the most stable structure, which may not necessarily be 

optimal for the execution or regulation of protein function. If the sequence is 

deterministic of the adopted protein fold, then the flexibility and dynamics of proteins 

should also be encoded by the sequence. Support for this notion comes from the 

previous demonstration that large amplitude fluctuations are mostly related to the 

overall protein shape [98,99], which in turn is defined by the sequence. In this work 

we develop a computational methodology that takes a small, but significant, step in 

understanding sequence-flexibility relationships important for protein function.  

 Local regions of protein structure must be structurally flexible to accommodate 

the redistribution of vibrational modes and provide an energy reserve of allosteric free 

energy as proposed by the Cooper-Dryden model. The relaxation and tensing of 

regions in local structure will be a transition from an ordered to disordered state and 

vice versa. Such local regions include hinges, recognition loops, and certain catalytic 

loops whose vibrational states change in the presence of an external stimulus such as 

substrate binding. While structurally dissimilar, hinges, recognition loops, and 

catalytic loops all exhibit characteristic fluctuations that differ from the mean 

fluctuation. Hinges are relatively immobile at the hinge point compared to surrounding 

fluctuations about the hinge, whereas recognition loops and, in certain examples, 

catalytic loops show minimal fluctuations at the extremities and maximal fluctuations 
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at the center of the loop. We attempt to identify these regions based on the scale and 

cooperativeness of fluctuations that often define protein function and refer to them as 

functionally flexible regions (FFRs).  

 We begin with a structure-based definition of an FFR to obtain our training 

dataset and describe prediction tools created as a result to identify these regions using 

only protein sequence information. With the growth of protein structures fueled by 

structural genomics [100], it is possible to generate a training dataset to begin 

understanding relationships between protein sequence and functional flexibility (FF). 

First, we devised a method using protein dynamics modeling to identify FFRs using 

only a single protein conformation. Then we use machine learning techniques to 

identify protein regions with the measured amount of flexibility needed for bioactivity 

without using structural information.  Again, the details of the definition and 

methodologies can be found at the end of the chapter.  

 Overlaps are expected with existing disorder and order predictions since FFRs 

can exist in both states. Disordered predictors are trained to predict regions of high 

flexibility based on temperature factor information or regions of the protein with no 

electron density. Sequence analyses of predicted disordered regions have revealed the 

existence of different types of disorder [101] that may include FFRs.  FFRs can also 

adopt ordered structures when triggered to do so under the right conditions.  

 The long-term goal of work such as this is to provide a generalized relationship 

between sequence and FF for all proteins. An immediate benefit would be in 

facilitating the structure solution process such that proteins less tractable for 

crystallization could be identified. Further, by our definition, FFRs border on forming 
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an ordered structure; therefore, if such regions can be identified, it may be possible to 

introduce a few mutations to stabilize local regions that are not located on the ends of 

the polypeptide chain. This strategy has been utilized to successfully create a soluble 

analog of erythropoietin [102]. We also hope to contribute to the field of de novo 

protein design with the understanding of the relationship between protein sequence 

and dynamics. Recently, a three-dimensional structure unseen in nature with a root-

mean-square deviation of 1.2 Å from the design model was engineered [103]. 

Conceivably, understanding sequence-flexibility relationships would be useful in 

guiding the engineering necessary to introduce the flexibility required for bioactivity 

in these newly designed proteins.  

 

4.2 Defining Functionally Flexible Regions 

 We define FFRs to have the property of coordinated participation in large 

amplitude fluctuations that are different from the mean vibrational fluctuation of the 

protein. The Gaussian network model (GNM) [50], a coarse-grained protein dynamics 

modeling approach, was chosen to obtain fluctuation mode information needed to 

identify regions of interest because it is a computationally practical alternative to an 

all-atom MD simulation yet provides a good approximation of near-native protein 

fluctuation at longer time scales [49]. Classic all-atom MD provides accurate, detailed 

descriptions of molecular motion. However, simulations are limited by computational 

demands to a few tens of nanoseconds. GNM is able to address large-scale 

fluctuations that extend beyond the time scale of MD simulation, a capability 
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important for some types of molecular recognition and allosteric rearrangements 

occurring at time scales of microseconds and longer. While GNM provides only an 

approximation, several studies comparing coarse-grained approaches to MD have 

shown that it is an accurate and efficient alternative [48-50,104,105]. 

 There are two reasons for using protein dynamic modeling results instead of 

experimental temperature factors to define our target regions. First, by using protein 

dynamic modeling simulation, we are able to investigate protein flexibility with the 

added dimensionality of having functional importance. Second, by using modes of 

motion to define our target regions, we are able to focus specifically on large-

amplitude fluctuations without including contributions from higher frequency 

fluctuations. These two features are the distinguishing qualities that set our predictors 

apart from other disorder predictors. The advantages of using this approach will be 

highlighted in the subsequent discussion and reflected in comparisons made to other 

disorder predictors.  

 To identify FFRs, we focus on the first two vibrational modes of protein 

fluctuation because these modes have been shown to sufficiently describe important 

contributions to global fluctuations necessary for protein function [54-57]. Flexible 

regions with important functional roles can be discriminated by considering 

fluctuations associated with correlated motion [106]. Information regarding 

coordinated motion for each residue can be obtained with the GNM from the cross-

correlation matrix. While the definition we present here is conservative since 

important transitions known for protein function have been observed in other modes, it 

provides an initial training set that allows a support vector machine (SVM) to model 
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the sequence subspace that encodes flexible regions with functional importance. 

Furthermore, with this approach we are able to identify FFRs using only a single 

protein conformation, making it possible to quickly generate the training dataset 

needed to build a prediction tool. Eliminating the need to extrapolate motion between 

two protein conformers allows us to expand the size of our training set.  

 Correlation values were used to weight mode information to create an FF score 

and empirically define a threshold to objectively identify FFRs (see Materials and 

Methods). The FF scores are then normalized such that the mean value is 0 and the 

standard deviation is 1 in order to establish a standard threshold for all proteins in the 

training set. The threshold is established based on the hypothesis that fluctuations of 

functional importance will deviate from the mean fluctuation observed for the entire 

protein. Therefore, we consider residues with a normalized FF score greater than 1.5 

standard deviations from the mean fluctuation to exhibit flexibility of functional 

importance.  

 The FF score is used for definition purposes only. With this definition 

procedure we are able to obtain an objectively defined dataset needed for SVM 

training. The dominant motions in the lowest amplitude modes correspond to rigid 

domain motions [107,108]. The normalization procedure above, scaled with the 

correlation value, identified extreme fluctuations within the rigid domains. Positive FF 

scores indicate large fluctuations relative to the intrinsic fluctuation state of the entire 

protein, whereas negative values indicate smaller than average fluctuations. Regions 

such as recognition and activation loops will fall on the extreme positive end of this 

FF score spectrum. Although low values of extracted GNM modes correspond to 
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stable regions with negligible fluctuation, extreme negative FF scores correspond to 

hinge regionsthe rigid domain fluctuations, modeled by the GNM, will be moving 

with respect to the hinge itself. Therefore, the hinge will appear to be immobile with 

the observed fluctuation falling below the overall mean fluctuation of the protein. 

Based on the examples provided subsequently, we show that this operational 

definition of FFRs sufficiently defines biologically confirmed flexible regions.  

 The FF score was first tested on HIV protease. While the recognition loop 

(residues 36 to 42) is identified without incorporating correlated movement 

information to weight normalized GNM fluctuations, the flap region (residues 46 to 

56) important for dimerization was not identified because fluctuation is suppressed in 

the dimerized state (Figure 4.1). We subsequently show that incorporating information 

regarding correlated residue movements in a weighting scheme to rescale the GNM 

mode (see Materials and Methods) improved the identification of FFRs. The 

biological function of a protein is often achieved through coordinated movements; 

thus, the FF score uses values extracted from the cross-correlation matrix to weight 

residue participation in correlated fluctuations. Furthermore, fluctuations that are 

biologically important for protein function are often defined by their correlated nature 

[106]. As a result of this weighting scheme, residues with little participation in 

correlated movements are rescaled to have lower FF scores, whereas those with high 

correlation to other residues will have higher scores. Correlated and anticorrelated 

fluctuations are accounted for by summing the square of maximum and minimum 

correlation values, which are then used to scale the weighted average of the two 

slowest modes (see Materials and Methods). Using this weighting scheme in the FF 
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score, we are able to improve our definition of FFRs. For HIV protease, the weighted 

FF score enabled us to detect the flap region and correctly categorize it to be 

functionally important (Figure 4.1C and 4.1D). 

 

 

Figure 4.1 - Defining FFRs in HIV Protease Using the Derived FF Score.   

(A) Comparison of temperature factor (dashed line) and weighted average of the two slowest modes 
(solid line) obtained with GNM. The HIV protease is modeled as a dimer; however, the plot shows 
results for a single chain. (B) Gradient plot ranging from correlated (red) to anticorrelated (blue) 
movement for each residue in the dimer. (C) Comparison of normalized scores for unweighted (dashed 
line) and correlation-weighted (solid line) modes for a single chain. Correlation-weighted modes define 
the FF score. Regions are identified as FFR when values exceed thresholds (red lines) greater than 1.5 
and less than -1.5. The flap region (residues 46 to 56) exceeds the threshold after including correlated 
movement information (solid line).  (D) Structural mapping of FF score with gradient from negative 
(blue) to positive (red), (PDB ID: 1HIV).  DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0020090.g001 
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 Improvements in defining FFRs using the FF score were also observed for 

calmodulin and bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) (Figure 4.2). Calmodulin is 

a signaling protein consisting of an alpha helical hinge between two globular domains. 

While the two globular domains have been found to be structurally similar to each 

other, they differ dynamically [109-111]. These differences are also observed in the 

GNM modeling result that shows the N-terminal domain to be more flexible than the 

C-terminal domain. However, it is the interconnecting helix, containing eight turns, 

that has been observed to undergo the largest structural change upon calcium and 

substrate binding [112,113]. When bound to a peptide, a kink is introduced in this 

alpha helical hinge leading to a collapse that forms two perpendicular alpha helices 

while the globular domains wrap around the peptide. FF scores less than -1.5 identify 

this hinge region between the two globular domains despite having an ordered alpha 

helical structure.  

 The binding affinity of BPTI is influenced by mutations in the active loops 

(residues 11 to 19 and 35 to 42) that are inserted into the active site of the proteolytic 

enzymes. Mutations Y35G [114] and G37A [114] lead to an observed increase in the 

fluctuation of these loops and reduce the binding affinity for trypsin compared to the 

native form. Structurally, the monomer G37A mutant adopts a near wild-type 

conformation based on comparison of nuclear Overhauser effects in NMR structures, 

whereas the structure of the Y35G mutant showed a 6-Å root-mean-square deviation 

from the native structure. Nevertheless, both mutant proteins showed a native 

conformation when bound to trypsin. In this example, we stress that while both 

proteins continue to adopt wild-type conformation according to experimental studies, 
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their dynamics and stability varied substantially. The regions that were impacted the 

most by these mutations have been identified by our definition. Residues in these loop 

regions are defined to be FFRs with FF scores exceeding the threshold of 1.5. While 

this threshold is arbitrary and defined empirically, it provides a consistent definition 

that we can use as targets for training our predictors to identify sequence patterns that 

correspond to these regions.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 - FF Score Identifies FFR in Bovine Pancreatic Inhibitor and Calmodulin.   

Comparison of unweighted (dashed line) and weighted (solid line) FF scores for BPTI ([top], PDB ID: 
5PTI) and calmodulin (bottom, PDB ID: 1CLL). FF scores are mapped with the same gradient coloring 
from negative (blue) to positive (red) as the scale shown in Figure 1D. Both recognition loops (loop 1: 
residues 11 to 19; loop 2: residues 35 to 42) are identified in BPTI by the FF score, whereas loop 2 is 
not identified with the unweighted mode. For calmodulin, the FF score allows us to identify the central 
hinge for this protein (residues 68 to 91 shown in blue because it exceeds the negative threshold of less 
than -1.5). This central helix, containing eight turns, is known to collapse when bound to calcium and 
substrate.  

DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0020090.g002 
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4.3 Sequence Pattern Preferences for Functionally Flexible 

Regions 

 Based on the FF score, each residue in a nonredundant training set was 

classified as FFR or non-FFR. Residues were separated into a binary classification 

with FFRs assigned a value of 1 and non-FFRs were assigned a value of -1. 

Examining the distribution of residues in the two classes shows that an FFR averages 

9 ± 11 residues in length and comprises about 20% of all residues. Residues identified 

as hinges comprise about 0.75% of all residues in the training set. The average 

maximum length of an FFR for each protein increases with increasing protein length 

(Figure 4.3A). This increase in length may be associated with longer flexible regions 

forming linker regions between multiple domains. 
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Figure 4.3 - Preliminary Analysis of FFR as Identified by FF Score.   

(A) The average of all maximal FFR lengths plotted against overall protein length. (B) The number of 
different sequence patterns observed for a given window size. Shown are the pattern counts for regions 
classified as FFR (dash line), non-FFR (thin line), and irrespective of classification (thick line). FFR 
regions sample a smaller sequence space compared to non-FFR regions. Patterns overlapping 
boundaries of FFR and non-FFR are excluded from these counts.  

DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0020090.g003 

 

 

 We examined the classification preference for each amino acid and secondary 

structure type using the same assignment values (1 and -1) (Table 4.1). Residues in 

beta strands generally make up protein cores and are less likely to constitute FFRs 

than helices or loops, a trend observed in the data (Table 4.1). Charged residues show 
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stronger preferences to be in FFRs than non-FFRs (Table 4.2). Glycine was not among 

the top ranking residues, ranking even lower than proline. This is expected since the 

conformational flexibility and nonrestrictive properties of glycine make this residue 

very adaptable. Moreover, glycine is found both at the surface and in the hydrophobic 

core with no strong preference for either. Proline is known to be a helix breaker due to 

the conformational restraints of the covalent bond between the side chain and 

backbone. This conformational limitation means that proline is more likely to be found 

in loops and hence have a higher FF score. As expected, hydrophobic residues tend to 

be found in regions of less flexibility since they are packed into the hydrophobic core. 

Cysteines are frequently involved in disulfide formation and were found among the 

least common residues in FFRs. The large standard deviations found for these 

classification preferences indicate that neither secondary structure nor amino acid 

residue properties alone are sufficient to serve as the distinguishing factor for 

classification of FFRs.  
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Table 4.1 - FFR Classification Preference for Secondary Structures.  

FFRs are binary classified with 1 being positively classified and -1 negatively classified. The mean (µ) 
and standard deviation (σ) of these values are calculated with respect to their secondary structure 
classification.  

DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0020090.t001 

 

 

 SS   
Alpha -0.52 0.85 
Beta -0.74 0.66 
Other -0.54 0.84 
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Table 4.2 - FFR Classification Preference for Amino Acids. 

Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) values for the hydrophobicity index and FFR classification 
preference calculated for each amino acid. FFRs are binary classified with 1 qualifying it as FFR and -1 
otherwise. Residues are ranked according to decreasing classification preference values. The averages 
of all hydropathy values derived for residues from different approaches [115] are included in the table. 

DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0020090.t002 

 

Hydrophobicity Index Classification Preference AA 
    

E -0.99 0.58 -0.48 0.87 
K -1.15 0.61 -0.49 0.87 
Q -0.73 0.34 -0.53 0.84 
R -1.05 0.73 -0.54 0.84 
D -1.04 0.46 -0.56 0.83 
P -0.17 0.69 -0.56 0.83 
N -0.74 0.36 -0.57 0.82 
S -0.43 0.48 -0.58 0.82 
G -0.26 0.62 -0.59 0.81 
A 0.05 0.49 -0.59 0.81 
L 0.99 0.46 -0.60 0.80 
T -0.3 0.38 -0.60 0.80 
W 1.13 0.85 -0.61 0.79 
H -0.21 0.59 -0.61 0.79 
M 0.7 0.44 -0.62 0.78 
Y 0.44 0.65 -0.63 0.77 
F 1.19 0.53 -0.64 0.76 
C 0.62 0.84 -0.65 0.76 
V 0.78 0.44 -0.65 0.76 
I 1.14 0.39 -0.65 0.76 
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4.4 Features of Functionally Flexible Regions 

 Window scanning for particular patterns reveals that FFRs occupy a smaller 

sequence space than their non-FFR counterparts (Figure 4.3B). For a window size of 

2, all possible amino acid pairs are sampled by both FFRs and non-FFRs. The majority 

of triplets continue to be sampled for a window size of 3. Differences in pattern 

sampling become more evident for window sizes 4 and larger, indicating sequence 

preferences for FFRs and non-FFRs. 

 Certain tripeptide sequences can be overrepresented in FFRs when compared 

to non-FFRs. We attempt to identify these tripeptides by using a modified 

bootstrapping approach to calculate Z-scores and p-values for association with FFRs 

(see Materials and Methods). For a window size of 3, a total of 8,000 tripeptide 

sequence patterns are possible. There were 7,982 patterns observed in the training set, 

with 7,261 patterns in FFR regions and 7,967 in non-FFR regions. The modified 

bootstrap sampling with 10,000 repetitions for the respective subset size showed 429 

patterns in the FFR pool to be statistically associated with that category using a p-

value threshold of 0.05. These patterns are either underrepresented or overrepresented 

in FFRs compared to the null FFR model, making it a distinctive set to help identify 

these regions. While the statistical associations are weak, using these values as 

additional input features improved the prediction performance of SVMs.  

 Results from this analysis suggest that there are sequence patterns associated 

with these regions that may be detected using machine learning techniques and these 

findings have been instrumental in improving the prediction quality of our SVM-based 
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predictors when incorporated. The rationale behind the modified bootstrapping was to 

identify tripeptide sequence patterns associated with FFRs and to use this information 

to help SVMs distinguish between FFRs and non-FFRs. The context dependence of 

residue supports previous work that disproves the Flory isolated-pair hypothesis 

stating that the backbone conformation of residues is influenced by the nearest-

neighbor residues rather than being independent of their conformations [116].  

 

4.5 Training Wiggle Predictors 

 While many successful structure predictors use multiple sequence alignments 

or position specific scoring matrices, we chose to use hidden Markov models (HMMs) 

because they additionally capture insertion and deletion probabilities that may occur 

within the sequence [61,117]. As such these probabilities capture information 

regarding the conservation of sequence length that can be particularly important for 

identifying active sites or recognition loops limited to certain lengths. A total of 29 

transition and match states were used as input features to the SVM (see Materials and 

Methods). 

 Exploring the performances of various SVM architectures have shown that a 

two-layered architecture yields the best performing predictor to identify residues in 

FFRs. The first-layer SVM makes an initial classification based on sequence and 

evolutionary information contained in the HMM states. The second-layer SVM serves 

to smooth the prediction from the first-layer SVM and uses results obtained from the 

modified bootstrap analysis to make better predictions. Incorporating information 
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regarding tripeptide classification preferences was instrumental to improving the 

performance of our final predictor despite having a weak statistical value. Compared 

to a predictor that does not include tripeptide classification preferences, the 

performance of the SVM showed an additional 5% increase in accuracy and precision 

with an additional 3% improvement in recall.  

 The predictive performance of the SVMs was found to be a function of protein 

length. High false-positive rates were observed for shorter proteins (Figure 4.4A). This 

high error rate may be a result of original misclassification by the FF scores. For 

shorter protein segments, flexible regions are more likely to be assigned as non-FFRs 

because the dynamics of the segments will be modeled in a complex as opposed to a 

free monomer. Stated another way, it may be difficult to say whether these segments 

are intrinsically flexible in the apo form since they are always found with their binding 

partners. In total, complexed proteins compose 43.4% of the training set; 49.8% of 

proteins smaller than 200 residues are in complexes as compared to 35% found for 

larger proteins. Moreover, smaller proteins in crystal structures may be truncations or 

mimics of a flexible loop from a larger protein, leading to the misclassification of an 

FFR as a rigid segment even though the region may be flexible biologically.  
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Figure 4.4 - Predictor Performance is a Function of Protein Length.  

(A) Sequence effect on false-positive (thick line) and false-negative (thin line) error rate. Shorter 
sequences tend to have higher false positive identification of FFRs when trained on a nonpartitioned 
dataset. 

(B) Comparison of SVM prediction results trained on a nonpartitioned dataset (dashed lines) and a 
partitioned dataset containing proteins up to 200 residues (solid lines). Improvements were seen in both 
the false-positive (black) and -negative (red) rates.  

(C) Comparison of SVM prediction results trained on a nonpartitioned dataset (dashed lines) and a 
partitioned dataset containing proteins larger than 200 residues (solid lines). Minor improvements were 
observed in false-positive (black) and -negative (red) rates.  

DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0020090.g004 
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 To account for protein length, the original training set was partitioned into two 

sets: A, 760 proteins up to 200 residues in length; and B, 574 proteins longer than 200 

residues. SVMs trained on the partitioned training sets both showed an improvement 

in performance (Figure 4.4B). Training on subset A showed an overall improvement 

of 12% in recall and 7.8% in precision for a total accuracy of 76.46%, precision of 

48.99%, and recall of 78.27%, whereas training on subset B showed only a slight 

improvement over training on all proteins (Figure 4.4C) with an accuracy of 66.01%, 

precision of 37.11%, and recall of 70.49%. 

 Our final predictors, Wiggle and Wiggle200, use the radial basis kernel 

function in the first layer and a linear kernel in the second layer. Wiggle is the product 

of training on all proteins and Wiggle200 was trained on subset A containing proteins 

up to 200 residues. Since minor improvements were observed for the predictor trained 

on the subset containing larger proteins, we use Wiggle to conduct our predictions. In 

the following discussion, we will first revisit the dependency of the predictors on 

protein size in regard to domain boundary detection. Then we will discuss the 

performance of the predictors on three examples with experimentally verified FFRs. 

 Flexible linkers between domains, sometimes acting as a hinge, are examples 

of FFRs and we evaluate the performance of Wiggle and Wiggle200 in the detection 

of these regions. We use a comprehensive domain boundary benchmark set (BENCH) 

that was curated to reflect the consensus of experts (CATH, SCOP, and authors of the 

protein structures) [118]. Because the boundary is defined between two residue 

positions, we expand the definition up to a window size of 15 residues, with the 
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boundary in the center, to evaluate the performance of the predictors. We also 

partitioned BENCH based on protein size into BENCHA (200 residues or fewer) and 

BENCHB (more than 200 residues). 

 The general trend in predictor performance for Wiggle and Wiggle200 

observed for all datasets (BENCH, BENCHA, BENCHB) is that precision increases 

with the size of domain boundary expansion, whereas recall increases up to window 

size 5 and begins to decline afterward (Figure 4.5). The overall accuracy is observed 

to decrease with a difference of about 2% for all datasets. For this reason, we will 

focus our performance comparison between the two predictors on a window size 5.  

 For BENCH, we find that Wiggle outperforms Wiggle200 in recall by an 

additional +12.99% with little improvement in precision (+0.31%) and a decrease in 

accuracy (-6.44%). Wiggle identifies domain boundaries in BENCH at an accuracy of 

62.55% with a precision of 6% and recall of 54.15%. We are not surprised to see a 

poor precision value since both predictors will identify other flexible regions that are 

not linkers between domains. However, the results here show that our predictors are 

identifying linkers between domain boundaries, for example, possibly serving a 

functional purpose as a hinge. 
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Figure 4.5 - Predictor Performance in Identifying Domain Boundaries 

Wiggle predictors were evaluated for domain boundary predictions on (A) a benchmark dataset 
containing domain boundary consensus between experts (BENCH), (B) a partitioned BENCH with 
proteins up to and including 200 residues (BENCHA), and (C) a partitioned BENCH with proteins 
longer than 200 residues. Definitions of domain boundaries were expanded up to a window size of 15 
(win15) with the boundary in the center. 

DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0020090.g005 
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 For the partitioned benchmark set (BENCHA and BENCHB), we find that 

Wiggle again outperforms Wiggle200 in domain boundary recall with an additional 

+14.34% and +12.51%, respectively. Again, minor improvements were observed in 

precision (BENCHA: +0.13%, BENCHB: +0.31%) and a slight decrease in accuracy 

(BENCHA: -7.68%, BENCHB: - 6.19%) was observed for Wiggle compared to 

Wiggle200. For the partitioned datasets, BENCHA and BENCHB, Wiggle predicts 

boundaries at (BENCHA: 59.08%; BENCHB: 63.24%) accuracy, (BENCHA: 9.39%; 

BENCHB: 5.21%) precision, and (BENCHA: 60.66%; BENCHB: 51.85%) recall, 

respectively. This clearly indicates that Wiggle, trained on the entire training dataset 

which includes larger multidomain proteins, has picked up sequence patterns 

associated with linker regions and is the better predictor for domain boundaries 

compared to Wiggle200. 

 

4.6 Wiggle Performance on Experimentally Verified Case 

Studies  

 Although the GNM provides a fast approach to identifying FFRs, there are 

limitations to the model. Dynamic modeling results are largely dependent on protein 

conformation, particularly that defined by bound and unbound conformations as 

discussed earlier for the observed higher false-positive error rate for smaller proteins. 

Therefore, the FF score does not always correctly define the regions of interest. We 

examined a few case studies where residues were largely misclassified by the FF score 
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and compared the results to our SVM predictions. While it is ideal to have a precisely 

classified training dataset, we concluded that the classification made by the FF score 

provides a sufficient training set for the SVM to detect correct signals in sequence 

patterns for FFRs. In short, SVMs are powerful enough to generalize the relationship 

between protein sequence and FFRs as illustrated in the following examples. 

4.6.1 Arc repressor 

 The arc repressor is stable as a dimer, unfolded as a monomer [119-122], and 

bound to DNA as a tetramer [119,123]. Extensive mutagenesis has been conducted to 

identify residue contributions to activity and stability [124]. The beta strand near the 

N-terminus, the site of DNA interaction, is the least tolerant to substitution when 

selected for activity, but mutations have minimal effects when selected for stability. 

The loop between the two alpha helices (residues 28 to 34) was found to be intolerant 

to substitution under both circumstances. Based on these mutagenesis studies, these 

are some of the target regions we wish to identify using our sequence-based 

predictors.  

 Structurally, several flexible regions having important roles for protein 

function have been detected in the arc repressor using various experimental 

techniques. Despite being highly disordered in solution, according to an NMR 

structure determination [125], the N-terminus of the repressor (residues 1 to 9) is 

important for specific operator binding [126]. The last three residues of the C-terminus 

are also found to be disordered in solution [125], while remaining residues at this 

terminus have been found to contain important contacts for tetramerization [127]. 
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Hydrogen exchange experiments show the exchange rates for the two alpha helices are 

concentration dependent and suggest that the protein exists as a molten globule in a 

monomeric state [120]. In order to make all the DNA contacts observed in operator 

binding [128], four molecules of arc repressors are needed, suggesting the existence of 

a tetrameric state. To shift from a monomeric to dimeric and finally tetrameric state 

requires considerable accommodation for conformational change. The flexibility of 

this protein required to accommodate these domain arrangements is not evident from 

the crystallographic or NMR structures alone.  

 Wiggle identifies residues 5 to 8, 23 to 35, 38, and 40 to 53 as FFRs, and 

Wiggle200 identifies residues 5, 23 to 29, and 43 to 53. The FF score only identifies 

residues 45 to 53 located at the C-terminus (Figure 6A). Residues 5 to 8, identified by 

Wiggle, correspond to the residues experimentally defined as important for DNA 

recognition at the N-terminus, while residues 23 to 35 and 38 correspond to the 

substitution-intolerant loop linking the two alpha helices [124,127] (Figure 4.6B). 
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Figure 4.6 - Performance of Wiggle Predictors on Arc Repressor 

(A) The dimer conformation of the Arc repressor was used to model global fluctuation. Using the FFR 
definition, the plot for a single chain is shown on the left with structural mapping of values onto a dimer 
on the right. FF scores are mapped with the gradient code from negative (blue) to positive (red). Only 
the C-terminal tail exceeds threshold lines (red) and is defined as an FFR while the rest of the protein is 
not. (PDB ID: 1BAZ)  

(B) The hinge between the two helices is identified by predictors as well as N-terminal residues 
important for DNA recognition. Predictions from Wiggle (solid line) are mapped in green on the 
structure and Wiggle200 (dashed line) are mapped in orange.  

DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0020090.g006 
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4.6.2 PVUII endonuclease 

 PVUII endonucleases (156 amino acids) are homodimerizing proteins that 

catalyze highly specific DNA cleavage. No regions of flexibility were identified with 

the FF score (Figure 4.7A). Wiggle identified residues 2 to 10, 26 to 31, 33 to 38, 65 

to 68, 116 to 118, 121, 132 to 138, and 146 to 157 as FFRs, and Wiggle200 identified 

residues 2 to 8, 33, 34, 36, 53 to 58, 60, 61, 94 to 96, 117 to 120, and 150 to 157. Both 

predictors identified the loop involved in minor groove recognition (residues 26 to 36) 

[129], Mg++ ion coordination (residues 58, 67, 68, 82, and 94) [130], and catalytic 

activity (residue 34) [129,131] (Figure 4.7B).  

 Y94 coordinates Mg++ ions needed for endonuclease activity in this restriction 

enzyme [130]. Despite the availability of numerous crystal structures for this protein, 

no electron density was observed for Y94 until the enzyme was co-crystallized with 

Mg++ [130] ion, a necessary cofactor for protein function. This is indicative of the need 

for FF to facilitate metal ion binding, a result supported here. Structural inspection 

suggests that the other identified residues, unconfirmed in the literature, fall into 

regions that may serve as hinges for the major groove DNA recognition domain. This 

region could serve as a possible target for experimental studies to understand the 

dynamics of this protein. 
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Figure 4.7 - Wiggle Predictors Identify Important FFRs in PVUII Endonuclease  

(A) Plot of FF scores and mapping of values in a gradient code from negative (blue) to positive (red) 
onto the structure of PVUII endonuclease in complex with DNA (yellow). The following structural 
features are labeled: (1) minor groove binding loop, (2) catalytic loop, (3) potential hinge for DNA 
binding, (4) tyrosine 94 for Mg++ ion coordination, and (5) major groove binding loop. (PDB ID: 3PVI). 

(B) Wiggle predictions (solid line) are mapped in green and Wiggle200 predictions (dashed line) are 
mapped in orange onto the structure.  

DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0020090.g007 
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4.6.3 Erythropoietin 

 FFRs identified in erythropoietin contain examples where local flexible regions 

are stabilized by mutations or glycosylations, both of which are sequence 

modifications that result in a shift from a disordered to ordered state. No regions of 

flexibility were identified using the FF score (Figure 4.8A) in this protein which 

functions in initiating differentiation and proliferation of progenitor cells into red 

blood cells. The system modeled by the GNM is a bound unit of erythropoietin to the 

corresponding receptor (not displayed in Figure 4.8). As a result, the fluctuation of 

erythropoietin appears to be diminished. 

 Overlaps were found between prediction results (Wiggle: residues 1, 16 to 40, 

85 to 89, 113 to 121, 123, 124, 149 to 155, and 160 to 166; Wiggle200: residues 19 to 

40, 50 to 57, 86 to 90, 92, 111 to 124, 126 to 128, 139, 150 to 152, 154, 155, 157, and 

162 to 166) and correspond to mutations introduced for the creation of a soluble 

analog [132] to obtain a crystal structure. All five mutations (N24K, N38K, N83K, 

P121N, and P122S) reside in, or are immediately adjacent to, positively classified 

regions (Figure 8B). These mutations include lysine substitutions made at N-linked 

glycosylation sites and prolines removed from the CD loop which contained 

conformational heterogeneity. Wiggle identified the CD loop and all glycosylation 

sites as FFRs, with the exception of one glycosylation site where the adjacent region is 

predicted. Additionally, a kink introduced by G151 was also identified as an FFR.  
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Figure 4.8 - Wiggle Predictors Identify Regions Corresponding to Glycosylation Sites on Erythropoietin 

(A) FF score plotted against residue number with thresholds shown in red. Erythropoietin is modeled by 
the GNM in the complexed form with the corresponding receptor (not shown). All residues have below 
mean fluctuation (colored blue), but none of the residues are defined as FFRs since they do not exceed 
the definition threshold. The four glycosylation sites (S126 and lysine substituted K24, K38, and K83) 
along with G151 are labeled. (PDB ID: 1EER) 

(B) FFRs correspond to positive values as predicted by Wiggle (solid line) and Wiggle200 (dashed line) 
which are structurally mapped onto erythropoetin (green and orange, respectively). Not all loops are 
identified by the predictors to be functionally flexible, thus showing that discrimination is not based on 
structural features. 

DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0020090.g008 
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 Glycosylation of erythropoietin is necessary for its biosynthesis and bioactivity 

and plays a critical role in its stability [133,134]. Removal of all carbohydrates results 

in aggregation of the protein [135] and can be made soluble in vitro with mutations 

N24L, N38L, and N83L [102]. However, these mutations do not prevent the formation 

of insoluble aggregates or rapid degradation in vivo [133]. Carbohydrates increase the 

half-life of this hormone, but binding affinity is negatively impacted by 20-fold [136]. 

 G151 plays an important structural role by introducing a kink in the αD helix. 

This enables K152 to come in contact with residues in the protein core to form one of 

the two interaction sites for erythropoietin receptors. Alanine replacement in either 

position 151 or 152 resulted in a substantial loss of bioactivity [137]. Both of these 

positions were identified by Wiggle predictors as FFRs. Binding of erythropoietin to 

its receptor leads to a slight increase in alpha helical content [138]. NMR and X-ray 

structures of erythropoietin in the unbound and bound state, respectively, showed the 

formation of a small alpha helix occurring in the highly flexible CD loop and a less 

pronounced kink observed at G151 in the receptor bound X-ray structure [139]. These 

are examples of two regions where the structural changes resulting from binding 

interactions to the receptor correspond to local flexible regions allowing these changes 

to occur.  

 Mutagenesis performed to identify erythropoietin receptor binding sites 

revealed four regions (residues 11 to 15, 44 to 51, 100 to 108, and 147 to 151) 

important for the activation of receptor signaling [140]. With the exception of residues 

149 to 152, functionally flexible predictions were made outside of these binding hot 

spots. This shows that our predictors are not trained to predict binding sites, but rather 
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regions where flexibility is important for bioactivity or accommodating different 

conformational states. 

 

4.7 Comparison to Protein Disorder Predictions 

 Several protein disorder predictors were compared to Wiggle and Wiggle200 

predictions (Figure 4.9) to illustrate that these predictors identify different targets. 

Disorder predictors differ widely in their approaches, but targets are generally based 

on high temperature factors or missing residues in crystal structures. PONDR [40] is a 

disorder predictor trained on fractional composition and hydropathy. DISOPRED [43] 

uses the PSI-blast matrix as input to an SVM to detect disorder, while DisEMBL [44] 

is a neural network trained for the predictions of coils, hot coils, and disorder. RONN 

[141] uses a bio-basis function neural network to take advantage of information 

embedded in homologous proteins. GlobPlot [45] and FoldIndex [46] are simpler 

algorithms that, respectively, use running propensity for protein disorder and an index 

that classifies residues based on hydrophobicity and net charge. IUPRED [41] uses 

concepts of pair-wise interaction potentials observed in globular proteins to make 

assignments for each residue. Finally, NORSP [142] assesses regions based on low 

confidence predictions for secondary structural elements. 
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Figure 4.9 - Comparison of Wiggle Predictors to Structural Disorder Predictors. 

Comparison of prediction results from Wiggle (red) to various disorder predictors (blue).  

DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0020090.g009 
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 Some overlaps are expected with disorder predictions because FFRs may be 

disordered depending on the conformational state of the protein. Otherwise, we expect 

little correlation since disorder predictors generally aim to identify structural disorder 

and regions with a low propensity to form an ordered unit. Potential functional roles 

were not considered in their design, although these regions are suggested to be 

important for protein-protein recognition after examining positively classified 

sequences [143,144]. With the exception of the arc repressor where predictor results 

exhibited significant overlap, Wiggle and Wiggle200 have been found to target 

regions that were not otherwise identified by disorder predictors.  

 For arc repressor (1BAZ), disorder predictors positively classified terminal 

ends, although some failed to identify it altogether. The hinge region connecting the 

two helices is not fully identified by most disorder predictors. While Wiggle predictors 

did not identify all residues involved in recognition at the major groove for PVUII 

endonuclease (3PVI), it identified the minor groove recognition loop, catalytic loop, 

and magnesium ion coordinating residues. Current disorder predicting tools failed to 

identify these regions. Disorder predictors that successfully identified at least one of 

these regions are based on an index separating hydrophobicity and net charge 

(FoldIndex and GlobPlot) or the use of homology information (RONN).  

 Most disorder predictors failed to identify all glycosylation sites on 

erythropoietin (1EER) with the exception of DisEMBL, having the most overlap in 

predictions with Wiggle. The structure of erythropoietin is entirely helical, and 

DisEMBL has been designed to predict coils with high B factors. The glycine kink 

was also missed by most disorder predictors except for DisEMBL and FoldIndex. 
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 We also compare the performance of predictors in identifying FFRs as defined 

by the FF score (Table 4.3). Two test sets were used: TESTALL and TEST200 

containing randomly selected chains from the training dataset for all proteins and 

proteins up to 200 residues long, respectively. These test sets were used during one of 

the cross-validation runs from which the Wiggle predictors were created; therefore, 

the performance results reflect unseen cases for Wiggle. The results show that 

DISOPRED was able to identify FFRs with the highest accuracy for both test sets 

(TESTALL: 78.48%, TEST200: 75.20%). However, DISOPRED failed to identify 

FFRs as indicated by the poor recall (TESTALL: 11.54%, TEST200: 12.89%). The 

predictor is therefore poor at identifying FFRs by identifying most residues to be a 

non-FFRs despite having a high precision. We observed earlier that the residue pool is 

disproportionate with the FF score identifying about 20% of the residues to be located 

in an FFR.  
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Table 4.3 - Comparison of Predictors Using TEST200 and TESTALL.  

Prediction performance results for Wiggle and disorder predictors are compared to FFR as defined by 
the FF score. TESTALL contains 256 chains while TEST200 contains 144 chains up to 200 residues in 
length. Chains in test sets were randomly selected. 

DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0020090.t003 

 TESTSETALL TESTSET200 

 Accuracy Precision Recall Accuracy Precision Recall 

Wiggle 66.01% 37.11% 70.49% 76.46% 48.99% 78.27% 

DISOPRED 78.48% 35.19% 11.54% 75.20% 41.60% 17.89% 

DisEMBL 68.59% 23.98% 7.70% 63.09% 28.67% 40.07% 

FoldIndex 69.97% 25.63% 27.93% 64.52% 28.17% 28.16% 

IUPRED 78.00% 34.19% 13.14% 74.70% 41.40% 22.68% 

GlobPlot 70.09% 23.43% 23.14% 70.16% 30.74% 23.19% 

RONN 74.16% 28.64% 22.02% 69.63% 30.24% 25.29% 

Norsp 77.78% 29.46% 9.54% 74.64% 36.31% 12.33% 

PONDR 65.73% 32.36% 28.65% 69.83% 28.14% 25.56% 

 

 We report the performance of Wiggle on TESTALL and Wiggle200 on 

TEST200. Wiggle predictors outperformed the other disorder predictors in overall 

performance for both test sets when comparing precision and recall values (Table 4.3). 

These results are expected since the predictors were all trained to identify a different 

target property of proteins. Our predictors were designed to identify regions of 

flexibility with functional importance unlike the other predictors that target highly 

disordered regions. The comparison of predictors is an important demonstration to 

illustrate that the target regions identified are different. This comparison is not 

intended to measure or make an assessment regarding the ability of Wiggle predictors 
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to identify protein disorder. That our test cases are actually solved structures implies 

some level of order for the regions to be identified. 

 

4.8 Conclusion 

 The motivation for this work is to advance our understanding of protein 

sequence and FF through easily applied in silico methods. Protein fold and disorder 

properties are encoded in the amino acid sequence. We believe that functionally 

important protein flexibility is also encoded in the primary sequence and have 

successfully created tools to identify these regions. We created two predictors; one 

specialized for proteins shorter than 200 residues and another for all proteins 

regardless of size. Between the two predictors, we correctly identified flexible regions 

of functional importance in several test cases where structure-based classification had 

difficulties. Our targets include hinges, recognition loops, and localized regions that 

may serve to accommodate entropy dislocation necessary for allostery.  

 We focused on regional motion important for protein function based on residue 

participation in correlated low-frequency fluctuations that correspond to large global 

changes as modeled by the GNM. Our predictors differ from other predictors by 

including an additional functional consideration in our targets used for training our 

SVMs. Secondary structure predictors are trained against well-ordered regions of 

proteins to identify regular secondary structural elements and disorder predictors have 

been trained using various definitions that include regions missing electron density in 

X-ray structures or have high temperature factors. Both focus on a subset of sequence 
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space important for structural features but do not address patterns involved in 

modulated protein flexibility that switch between ordered and disordered states. 

 With the Wiggle predictors, we were able to show detection of domain 

boundary and experimentally confirmed FFR in specific examples. Comparison to 

disorder predictors shows that, while there are expected overlaps, different regions are 

identified. The difference between predictors is that Wiggle predictors are trained to 

select for residues participating in the two largest modes of global motion, whereas 

disorder predictors were trained on the propensity to form ordered structures or lack 

thereof. 

 While false prediction error rates are approximately 30%, this may largely be 

attributed to the difficulties of defining our regions of interest with misclassifications 

occurring in both directions when using the FF score. SVMs trained on partitioned 

datasets showed improved performance, suggesting that the characteristics of FFRs are 

related to protein size. The Wiggle predictors are especially useful for proteins where 

no structural data are available. Localizing regions of FF in the absence of structural 

information will help identify mutational hot spots that may modulate bioactivity and 

these regions can be targeted in protein engineering experiments. The identification of 

FFRs by sequence-based methods complements and reduces the limitations in 

structure-based definitions of flexible regions. 
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4.9 Materials and Methods 

4.9.1 Wiggle Training set  

 A nonredundant training set of protein chains with percent sequence identity of 

less than or equal to 10%, resolution better than 2.0 Å, and an R-factor less than 0.30 

were retrieved from the PDB [145] using PISCES [146]. We further ensure 

nonredundancy by checking for distant protein homologs within the retrieved dataset 

using PSI-BLAST [147]. Each protein in the dataset was used as a query to search 

against a sequence database clustered with CD-HIT [148-150] at 90% identity. Distant 

homologs within the dataset (111 pairs) were eliminated if the sequence was retrieved 

by PSI-BLAST.  

 The final training set contained 1,277 sequences with 56.6% of the chains 

existing in the monomeric state. Multiple copies of a protein found in the asymmetric 

unit were eliminated. Complexes were manually inspected using the protein 

quaternary structure file server (PQS) [151] and literature confirmation sought for 

biological relevance. If the complexes were not found in nature, they were removed 

from the training dataset. The training set was then partitioned into two subsets based 

on protein length and used to train specialized SVMs. Subset A contained 720 proteins 

of length less than or equal to 200 amino acids; subset B contained 557 proteins of 

length greater than 200 amino acids. 
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4.9.2 Hidden Markov Model Generation  

 SAM-2tk [61] was used to build HMMs for all sequences in the training 

datasets. Homologs for each sequence in the training set were retrieved from a 

sequence database clustered at 65% identity with CD-HIT [150]. Clustering affects the 

probability states in the HMM; it was therefore important to check that patterns 

detected by prediction methods were not eliminated as a result. We tested the impact 

of CD-HIT on secondary structure predictions and found slight improvements in 

prediction quality (data not shown). Therefore, for reasons of increased remote 

homolog detection, reduced computational search time, and improved secondary 

structure prediction, the clustered sequence database was used in building HMMs 

using a target entropy weighting of 1.0 bit per column.  

4.9.3 Functionally Flexible Region Definition 

 Operationally, FFRs are defined using normalized FF scores. For each residue 

i, the maximum and minimum values, corresponding to residues m and n, respectively, 

are extracted from the cross-correlation matrix C. These values, C(i,m) and C(i,n), are 

used to scale the weighted average of the top two modes j of protein fluctuation where 

µ is the eigenmode and λ is the corresponding eigenvalue. 
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 FF scores are normalized for each protein after removing outliers using a 

median-based approach [152]. To distinguish outliers, the median of the absolute 
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difference (mad), taken between FF scores and the median of FF scores (m1), for the 

protein is first calculated. Each residue is then assigned an M value to identify and 

exclude outliers, defined by M > 3.5 and M < -3.5, prior to the calculation of the mean 

and standard deviation for normalization. For large sample sizes, the expected value of 

mad is 0.6745σ. 
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M = 0.6745" (x# m)/mad  

The calculated mean and standard deviation, obtained after exclusion of outliers, were 

used to normalize FF scores to a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1. This 

normalization process rescales the protein fluctuation such that the mean fluctuation 

values are centered about the value 0. 
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 FFRs are defined to contain amino acids with FFnorm > 1.5 or FFnorm < -1.5. 

This threshold is chosen empirically based on the assumption that fluctuations 

differing from the mean fluctuation of the entire modeled system will be important for 

protein functionality.  

4.9.4 Bootstrap Analysis for Sequence Patterns 

 A modified bootstrap approach was used to identify sequence preferences for 

FFRs defined by the FF score. The aim of this analysis is to use these findings as 
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additional input features for SVM-based classification. Protein sequences in the 

dataset were window scanned to pool triplets found in the training set. These pooled 

triplets were analyzed to identify sequence pattern distributions most correlated with 

FFR and non-FFR classifications. Two null models were created, one for FFRs and 

another for non-FFRs, by randomly selecting from the pooled triplets with 

replacement. Samples were drawn to be the same size as observed for FFR and non-

FFR classes. Z-scores and p-values were calculated using the generated null model 

distribution for each observed triplet in their respective category. These classification 

preferences were included as additional input features to help the SVMs identify 

FFRs. 

4.9.5 Support Vector Machine Training and Evaluation 

 All training schemes were performed with 5-fold cross-validation using 

SVMlight [65]. Positively categorized residues were matched by one randomly 

selected negative residue to create a 1:1 ratio during training. The linear kernel model 

was initially used to conduct performance comparisons between different SVM 

architectures. This kernel was chosen because the need for parameter optimization is 

eliminated, thus providing a faster alternative for preliminary comparisons. 

Performances of SVMs were evaluated based on accuracy, precision, and recall where 

the ratio of relative true-positive (TP), true-negative (TN), false-positive (FP), and 

false-negative (FN) is examined. Unlike the training phase, no residues were excluded 

during performance evaluations of SVM performance. 
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! 

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + TN + FN
 

! 

Precision=
TP

TP+ FP
 

! 

Recall=
TP

TP + FN
 

 The predictor architecture for both Wiggle and Wiggle200 contains two layers. 

Input features for the first layer SVM include the nine HMM transition states and 20 

match states. In HMM models, the match state probabilities give the probability of 

observing an amino acid at a particular position. The transition state probability is the 

probability of changing from one state (deletion, insertion, or match) to another from 

the previous state. For a window size of 9, a total of 261 (9 × 29) input features were 

used for each residue. Values are set to 0 when the window extends beyond terminal 

ends. 

 The prediction results from this first layer SVM is then included along with 

calculated Z-scores and p-values obtained for triplets from the modified bootstrap 

analysis as input features into a second-layer SVM. We find that using the radial basis 

kernel function to model input features for the first-layer SVM (γ = 0.25, C = 2) and 

the linear kernel function for the second-layer SVM to yield the best performing 

predictors.  

 With this two-layer architecture and optimized parameters, two different 

predictors were developed defined by their training sets. Wiggle was trained on the 
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entire training set, while Wiggle200 is a more specialized predictor trained on proteins 

up to 200 amino acids in length.  

4.9.6 Domain Boundary Prediction Assessment 

 Wiggle prediction results were compared to a benchmark dataset (BENCH) 

reflecting the consensus of domain boundaries among CATH, SCOP, and authors of 

the three-dimensional structures [118]. This dataset contains 312 chains, of which 66% 

are multidomain proteins, covering 30 distinct architectures and 211 distinct 

topologies as defined by CATH. 

 The prediction performance was measured based on accuracy, precision, and 

recall values. Domain boundaries in the dataset were defined between two adjacent 

positions. We therefore investigated the performance of predictors for a variety of 

window sizes, up to 15 residues, with the boundary resting in the middle of the 

expanse. Performance evaluations were also tested on a partitioned benchmark set 

based on protein sizes up to 200 residues (BENCHA) and longer (BENCHB).  

4.9.7 Disorder Predictor Comparisons 

 To compare residue classification of Wiggle predictors to different disorder 

predictors for the three specific protein comparisons, we set VSL1 version of PONDR 

to predict with a 10% false-positive rate, and DisEMBL to predict hot coils defined as 

coils with high B factors. Recommended defaults for a window size of 9 when 

requested were used for remaining predictors.  
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 We also compare the performances of disorder predictors with two different 

test sets (TEST200 and TESTALL) containing randomly selected chains used during 

the training of Wiggle predictors. TEST200 contains 144 chains up to 200 residues 

and TESTALL contains 256 chains regardless of length. For disorder predictors, we 

used the same default values and settings as the specific case example comparisons 

with the exception of PONDR. The default predictor for PONDR (VLXT) was used to 

accommodate larger proteins in the test sets. Wiggle was used for TESTALL and 

Wiggle200 for TEST200. 

 

 The text of Chapter Four, in full, is a reprint of the material as it appears in J. 

Gu, M. Gribskov,  P.E.  Bourne.  2006.  Wiggle – Predicting Functionally Flexible 

Regions from Primary Sequence. PLoS Computational Biology, 2(7):e90.  The 

dissertation author was the primary author and the co-authors listed in this publication 

directed and supervised the research which forms the basis for this chapter. 
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Chapter 5 : Testing the Boundaries of Wiggle 

Predictors with Experimental Data 

 

 

 We compare the performance of Wiggle and Wiggle200 predictors on a variety 

of experimental datasets to gauge the power and limitations of the predictors.  

Evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the predictors will enable users to better 

utilize the tools accordingly to their experimental design.  Predictors are evaluated 

against deuterium exchange mass spectrometry data (DXMS)[153], domain boundary 

definitions[118], and glycosylation sites[154].  These datasets contain regions of 

flexibility that are targets of identification for the predictors.  However, the regions 

defined by these separate datasets do not contain all the possible flexible regions 

recognized by Wiggle predictors therefore the performance is expected to be 

suboptimal and this will be reflected in the measure of precision.  For example, 

DXMS defined flexible regions are based on solvent accessibility to the amide 

hydrogen for deuterium exchange.  It is possible for regions to be flexible but not 

serve a functional purpose.  In which case, the Wiggle predictors, ideally, would not 

identify these residues to be functionally flexible even though the residue is flexible as 

defined by DXMS.  

 The predictors were also applied to sets of proteins detected by microarray 

experiments that have a change in expression pattern in response to stimulation by 
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growth hormones.  Proteins identified in these experiments are either a part of, or end 

products of, regulatory signaling pathways.  We investigate if these proteins have a 

higher content of functionally flexible residues since signaling proteins have 

previously been found to have an increased amount of disorder content [155,156].  

 

5.1 Deuterium Exchange Mass Spectrometry (DXMS) 

 Deuterium Exchange Mass Spectrometry (DXMS) [157-160] is an 

experimental technique that detects flexible regions, amongst other things, based on 

solvent exposed surfaces that readily exchange amide hydrogens with deuterium.  

Solvent exposed regions include hinges, loops, surface residues, as well as 

intermolecular interaction sites are identified with this method [157,161-165].  We test 

the performance of Wiggle predictors in identifying these regions with a dataset that 

was originally used to study the effectiveness of DXMS as a technique to screen for 

crystallizable proteins as a part of a high-throughput structural genomics effort [153].  

The dataset obtained from Joint Center for Structural Genomics contains 55 proteins, 

of which there are 41 mesophilic (MESO) and14 thermophilic proteins (THERMO).  

Mesophilic proteins function under moderate temperature while thermophilic proteins 

function under extreme high temperatures, the difference between the two is the 

encoded amino acid sequence [166].   

 DXMS experiments can only reveal information about fragments that are 

detected by the mass spectrometer therefore we test the predictors on two definitions 

of flexible region.  Aside from fragments that are detected to have hydrogen exchange, 
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there are instances where the fragments are missing, possibly because these regions 

have high deuterium exchange resulting in highly charged fragments that are not 

detected by the mass spectrometer. The performance of Wiggle predictors are 

therefore tested on a subset of residues that have been detected to have hydrogen 

exchange and a second subset to include residues in missing fragments.  Furthermore, 

although DXMS can obtain residue resolution of flexible regions, in practice the 

resolution is actually at the fragment level.  To account for this low resolution, the 

performances of predictors were also investigated with window expansion around the 

defined region of flexibility.     

 In the following discussion, we first discuss general trends observed for each 

predictor and the combined prediction results applied to the following four datasets: 

MESOA, mesophilic proteins with only deuteriated fragments as positive examples; 

MESOB, mesophilic proteins with both deuteriated and missing fragments; 

THERMOA, thermophilic proteins with only deuteriated fragments; last, THERMOB, 

thermophilic proteins with both deuteriated and missing fragments.  DXMS defined 

(MESOA: 19.64%, MESOB: 28.50%, THERMOA: 10.68%, THERMOB: 15.76%) 

residues to be solvent exposed and therefore flexible in each dataset.  The inherently 

different physical nature of mesophilic and thermophilic proteins were also considered 

during the performance evaluation of predictors tested on the two definitions of 

DXMS defined flexible regions.  We also discuss how the performance varies with the 

changing classification threshold for identification of flexible regions by Wiggle 

predictors. 
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 Testing Wiggle and Wiggle200 predictors on each dataset, the strengths of 

respective predictors show the following general trends (Figure 5.1).  First, the 

specialized Wiggle200 predictor identifies, on average across all four datasets, flexible 

regions defined by DXMS with an additional +4.73% better accuracy and a standard 

deviation of 3.01% when compared to Wiggle.  However, Wiggle outperforms 

Wiggle200 in recall by an additional +12.60% with a standard deviation of 0.69%.  

The change in precision between the two predictors is small (+0.69±1.24%) compared 

to the differences observed for accuracy and recall.  The MESO set contains 23 

proteins up to 200 residues and 19 larger proteins.  The THERMO set contains 10 

proteins up to 200 residues with 4 larger proteins.  This suggests Wiggle identifies 

solvent exposed regions better than Wiggle200 because larger proteins do not 

dominate the datasets. 
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Figure 5.1 - Performance of Wiggle predictors on DXMS defined flexible regions. 

Flexible regions defined by deuterium exchange mass spectrometry (DXMS) were used to test the 
Wiggle predictors.  The dataset was partitioned into the following four test sets:  MESOA – mesophilic 
proteins with flexible regions defined by deuterium exchange only; MESOB – mesophilic proteins with 
flexible regions defined by deuterium exchange and missing fragments; THERMOA – thermophilic 
proteins with flexible regions defined by deuterium exchange only; THERMOB – thermophilic proteins 
with flexible regions defined by deuterium exchange and missing fragments.  Joining the classifications 
made by Wiggle and Wiggle200 improved the recall of residues when identified by either predictors 
(UNION).  Overall accuracy is improved when residues are identified based on agreements between the 
two predictors (INTER).  
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 Combining the predictions made by Wiggle and Wiggle200 leads to 

improvements in accuracy at the cost of recall and vice versa without affecting 

precision.  When the classifications of the two predictors are combined (UNION), 

recall improved by an additional (+8.24 ± 1.55%, +20.84 ± 1.39%) better than Wiggle 

and Wiggle200 respectively at a cost of accuracy (-5.83 ± 0.67%, -10.56 ± 3.05%).  

Alternatively, the intersections of classifications where both predictors agree (INTER), 

accuracy improved with an additional (+10.56 ± 3.05%, +5.83 ± 0.67%) while recall 

dropped by (-20.84 ± 1.39%, -8.24 ± 1.55%) when compared to the performances of 

Wiggle and Wiggle200 respectively.  Unlike accuracy and recall, a small incremental 

increase was observed for precision when combining the predictions of both 

predictors.  An improvement of (UNION: +1.15 ± 0.51%; INTER: +1.84 ± 0.80%) 

was observed in precision. 

 The performances of the predictors are dependent on the nature of the proteins 

and definition of DXMS defined flexible regions.  A higher recall was observed for 

thermophilic proteins compared to mesophiles (+6.59 ± 2.30%) at the expense of 

precision (-10.93 ± 1.47%) while accuracy showed minimal impact (-1.21 ± 2.54%).  

Including missing fragments in the definition of flexible regions, precision improved 

by +7.93 ± 1.33% with a slight decrease in recall.  These missing fragments are often 

found at terminal ends, but can also be found within the protein. 

 Window expansions around the defined flexible regions show a large 

improvement in precision contrasted by a gradual deterioration in recall (Figure 5.2).  

For a window size of 5 residues (win5), we allow for the possible incorrect assignment 

error of 2 residues on both side of the definition.  This definition expansion resulted in 
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doubling the precision by an additional  (Wiggle: +25.35 ± 7.09%, Wiggle200: +24.50 

± 6.94%) for both mesophilic and thermophilic proteins at a minor cost in accuracy 

(Wiggle: -0.33 ± 1.75%, Wiggle200: -5.61 ± 2.59%) and recall (Wiggle: -3.97 ± 

0.34%, Wiggle200: -3.51 ± 1.40%).  

 

 

Figure 5.2 - Precision of predictors improves with the expansion of DXMS defined flexible regions.   

The definition of flexible regions by DXMS depends on the fragmentation of the protein and therefore 
flexible regions are not necessarily defined at residue resolution.  To account for this, predictors were 
evaluated against expanding error margins up to ±7 residues on both sides of the defined flexible 
residue (win15).  Large improvements in precision are observed for predictors and the combined 
identification at the cost of recall and accuracy.  Unlike the individual predictors, UNION shows an 
increase in accuracy followed by a slow drop after an error margin of ± 4 residues. 
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 The benefits of using a higher threshold to classify flexible residues do not 

outweigh the large reduction in recall (Figure 5.3) but should be applied for 

thermophilic proteins.  Increasing the classification threshold resulted in better 

identification of flexible regions in themophilic proteins as evidenced by the larger 

improvements in precision (Figure 5.3A) and better recall (Figure 5.3B) compared to 

mesophilic proteins.  This observation is interesting because predictors were trained 

on proteins that are largely mesophilic which are less stable than thermophilic proteins 

and hence will unfold at higher temperatures. Therefore the sequence-flexibility 

relationship is generalized for mesophilic proteins and a sequence pattern associated 

with highly flexibility may not be as flexible in the content of a thermophilic protein.  

If a larger classification score correlates with higher flexibility, this may explain why a 

larger improvement in performance was observed for thermophilic proteins compared 

to mesophiles, a hypothesis that needs to be tested. 
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Figure 5.3  – Increasing the classification threshold has different effects on mesophilic and thermophilic 
proteins.  

Changing the classification threshold of predictors to identify flexible residues has different effects on 
thermophilic (red lines) and mesophilic (blue lines) proteins.  Results shown here are reported for 
Wiggle and have been applied to a dataset where flexible residues are defined by deuterium exchange 
detected by DXMS (solid lines) and a second set to include missing fragments (dashed lines).  A) 
Precision is observed to increase for thermophilic proteins compared to mesophilic proteins with 
increasing threshold.  B) Recall drops for both mesophilic and thermophilic proteins, but Wiggle has a 
higher recall for flexible regions in thermophilic proteins. 

 

 Comparison to disorder predictors shows that while these predictors may 

identify DXMS regions at a higher accuracy, the Wiggle predictors have the highest 

recall (Figure 4).  DisEMBL [44], DISOPRED [43], FoldIndex [46], GlobPlot [45], 

IUPRED [41], PONDR [40], and RONN [42] were used in this comparison.  

DISOPRED was the best performing predictor across the four datasets (MESOA, 

MESOB, THERMOA, and THERMOB) in accuracy (79.92 ± 6.35%) performing at 
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an additional (+23.50 ± 7.09%, +18.77 ± 4.13%) better than Wiggle and Wiggle200, 

respectively.  Aside from MESOA where a small variance in precision is observed 

between predictors, DISOPRED also outranked others with a precision of 38.67 ± 

14.21% that is an additional (+15.71 ± 9.13%, 16.40 ± 9.47%) better than Wiggle and 

Wiggle200, respectively.   

 However, Wiggle predictors fared best in recall, a performance indicator that is 

especially important for datasets that contain a large imbalance dominated by stable 

regions serving as negative examples.  The datasets used in this analysis contains, on 

average, 18.65% flexible residues and therefore a predictor with high recall is favored 

to detect these positive examples.  Wiggle predictors perform at a recall of (Wiggle: 

57.23 ± 3.96%, Wiggle200: 44.62 ± 3.88%) across the four datasets.  For mesophilic 

proteins, Wiggle leads GlobPlot and PONDR by an additional (MESOA: +32.86%, 

+21.14%; MESOB: +32.86%, +19.49%) while Wiggle200 shows an additional 

(MESOA: +20.93%, +9.21%; MESOB: +19.86%, +6.50%) improvement in recall 

respectively.  These large improvements over other disorder predictors were also 

observed for thermophilic proteins with the exception of DisEMBL that performs 

comparably.   

 The precision of some disorder predictors showed large improvements 

exceeding Wiggle predictors when including missing fragments in DXMS defined 

flexible regions (Figure 5.4).  These improvements are expected if we assume that the 

missing fragments undetected by the mass spectrometer are highly flexible due to a 

high exchange with deuterium.  Under this assumption, disorder predictors, generally 

designed to identify highly disordered regions that do not form ordered structures, will 
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positively identify these residues that was previously identified falsely to be flexible, 

thereby increasing the precision.  The results reflect these expectations, particularly for 

mesophilic proteins, but do not apply for all disorder predictors. DISOPRED showed 

the largest increase in precision by an additional (MESOB: +29.63%, THERMOB: 

+15.00%) as well as IUPRED (MESOB: +24.52%. THERMOB: +20.56%) but other 

disorder predictors show improvements comparable to Wiggle predictors, especially 

for thermophilic proteins. 

 

Figure 5.4 – Comparison between Wiggle and disorder predictors in identification of DXMS defined 
flexible regions. 

Disorder predictors identify DXMS defined flexible regions at a higher precision when missing 
fragments are included for mesophilic proteins.  Disopred ranks highest in precision, particularly for 
thermophilic proteins, while Wiggle predictors have the best recall performance. 
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 Unlike Wiggle predictors, disorder predictors show a large decrease in 

accuracy with window expansion around DXMS defined residues while the magnitude 

of change in precision and recall is the same as those observed for Wiggle predictors 

(Figure 5.5).  This observation is made for an error margin of ± 2 residues (win5) for 

DXMS defined flexible residues.  Accuracy was observed to decrease by -15.59 ± 

4.10%, a large difference compared to those observed for Wiggle predictors (Wiggle: -

0.33 ± 1.75%, Wiggle200: -5.61 ± 2.59%).  Consequently, window expansion 

equalized the performance of predictors in accuracy while Wiggle predictors 

continued to outperform other predictors in recall and DISOPRED fared best in 

precision.   

 In summary, Wiggle predictors fared best in recall for the identification of 

DXMS defined flexible regions while disorder predictors have better precision.  

Combining the prediction output of both Wiggle and Wiggle200 further improved the 

recall performance.  Precision of Wiggle predictors can be improved by increasing the 

classification threshold at a minor cost in recall.  The benefit of increasing 

classification threshold is observed to be greater for thermophilic proteins compared to 

mesophilic proteins.  Wiggle predictor identifies functionally flexible residues in 

thermophilic proteins at a higher recall compared to mesophilic proteins indicating the 

need to consider the physical nature of proteins when using predictors and the correct 

classification parameters. 
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Figure 5.5 - Disorder predictors show a drop in accuracy with an error margin of ± 2 residues.   

Unlike Wiggle predictors, there is a large decrease in accuracy with disorder predictors when an error 
margin of ± 2 residues is applied which the magnitude of change in precision and recall did not vary as 
much across the predictors. 
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 The following general rules should be considered when using Wiggle 

predictors to predict solvent exposed regions in proteins for deuterium exchange:  

 

1. Between Wiggle and Wiggle200, Wiggle200 is more conservative and 

identifies DXMS flexible regions at a lower false positive rate and higher 

accuracy. 

2. The best recall performance is achieved by combining classifications of either 

predictor with little change in precision and a decrease in accuracy.   

3. Precision of predictors is best improved by increasing the error margin without 

a significant loss in recall.  A minimum error margin of ±2 residues is 

recommended. 

4. While increasing the classification threshold may be better for thermophilic 

proteins, it is not recommended because the increase in precision does not 

outweigh the deterioration in recall.  

 

5.2 Domain Boundaries 

 Previously, we have demonstrated that the Wiggle predictors can identify 

domain linkers [167] using a comprehensive benchmark dataset of domain boundaries 

reflecting the consensus of expert assignment [118,167]. This BENCH dataset 

contains 108 single, 137 double, and 67 multi-domain proteins with an average 

sequence length of 239 ± 190 residues with the largest protein containing 1073 

residues.  Wiggle predictors identified domain boundaries at (Wiggle: 62.17%; 
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Wiggle200: 69.45%) accuracy and (Wiggle: 48.89%; Wiggle200: 38.08%) recall 

when no margin of error in domain boundary assignment is considered.  The higher 

recall observed for Wiggle suggests that a better sequence-domain boundary 

generalizations have been made because the training set used contained larger 

proteins.  This observation was further supported when testing domain boundary 

predictions using a partitioned dataset based on size at the length of 200 residues. 

Wiggle again outperforms Wiggle200 by more than an additional +10% in recall.  The 

precision for both predictors is low (Wiggle: 1.47%, Wiggle200: 1.51%) as expected 

since Wiggle predictors were trained to identify functionally flexible regions not 

restricted to domain boundaries.   

 Wiggle predictors have the highest recall when domain boundary definitions 

are given an error margin of two residues, after which a decline in recall was observed 

(Figure 5.6).  This trend differs from those observed for the DXMS dataset where an 

optimal window size is inapparent.  Wiggle identifies domain boundaries in BENCH 

at an accuracy of 62.55%, precision of 6%, and recall of 54.15% for domain boundary 

expansions of two residues on both sides of the definition. The remaining analysis on 

domain boundary identification will focus on performance results with this error 

margin (win5) and explore the effects of combining predictor results while increasing 

the threshold of classification.  The performance of Wiggle predictors will be 

evaluated on partitioned datasets based on the number of domains.  After which, 

domain boundary recognition will be compared to disorder and domain boundary 

predictors.    
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 The recall of Wiggle predictors can be improved by combining the outputs of 

the two predictors while precision is minimally affected (Figure 5.6).  Joining the 

classifications made by either predictors (UNION) improved recall by an additional 

+7.09% with a decrease in accuracy of -8.22% compared to Wiggle.  Agreements 

between both predictors (INTER) improved accuracy by +14.66% at the expense of 

recall showing a -20.08% decrease.  Precision was largely unaffected showing a 

change of UNION: -0.50%, INTER: 0.65%.  Unlike observations made for the DXMS 

dataset, raising the classification threshold up to 2.5 did not improve the precision for 

domain boundary identification while recall dropped to 0.55%.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.6 - The recall for domain boundary identification declines when a large error margin is 
applied.   

The effects of expanding the error margin for domain boundary identification from ±1 residue (win3) to 
± 7 residues (win15) were explored.  A drop in recall is observed for error margins larger than ± 2 
residues. 
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 The recall of predictors is also dependent on the number of domains in a 

protein evidenced by evaluating the performance on the partitioned benchmark 

datasets separated into single (BENCH1), double (BENCH2), and multi-domains 

(BENCH3) (Figure 5.7).  Predictors have the highest recall for BENCH1 (Wiggle: 

71.70%, Wiggle200: 51.79%) while BENCH3 (Wiggle: 52.73%, Wiggle200: 41.33%) 

showed a slightly better recall compared to BENCH2 (Wiggle: 49.86%; Wiggle200: 

37.74%), an observation different from other domain boundary identifiers which often 

shows a better performance for proteins with two domains compared to multi-domains 

[33,168].  The accuracy and precision of predictors show little variance across the 

three datasets with a standard deviation of (Wiggle: ±2.05%; Wiggle200: ±1.44%) and 

(Wiggle: ±0.39%; Wiggle200: ±0.42%), respectively.  The union of the two predictors 

improved the recall of predictors for BENCH2 and BENCH3, whereas only a +1.87% 

improvement over Wiggle alone was observed.   
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Figure 5.7 - Domain boundary identification by Wiggle predictors for proteins composed of single, 
double, and multi-domains. 

The performance of Wiggle predictors in domain boundary recognition was applied to partitioned 
datasets of proteins composed of single- (BENCH1), two- (BENCH2), and multi-domains (BENCH3).  
The precision of predictors did not vary as much as recall across the three datasets.  The recall is highest 
for single domains followed by multi-domains and two-domain proteins. 

 

 

 Disorder predictors identify domain boundaries at a higher accuracy compared 

to Wiggle predictors but at a lower recall.  IUPRED identifies domain boundaries 

most accurately at 91.64% but with a lower recall of 31.88%.  The best performing 

disorder predictor in recall is DisEMBL (36.89%) that was trained to identify coil 

regions with high B factors identifying domain boundaries at 79.88% accuracy and 

8.12% precision.  Disorder predictors with better precision compared to Wiggle are 

DISOPRED (15.42%) and IUPRED (19.50%).  Domain boundary residues, expanded 
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by an additional two residues on both sides (win5), comprise 4.2% of the BENCH 

dataset.  Therefore a predictor identifying these regions at a high recall is favored. 

  The recall of domain boundary predictors, created using different approaches, 

range from 28% to 80% with a precision of 25% to 44% are often reported with a wide 

error of margin up to 40 residues [33,169-172].  These error margins are large, even at 

the popular window size of ±10 residues often used to evaluate these predictors. 

Expanding the boundary by ± 10 residues, Wiggle predictors report an accuracy of 

(Wiggle: 62.43%; Wiggle200: 66.21%), precision of (Wiggle: 19.80%; Wiggle200: 

18.53%), and recall of (Wiggle: 50.79%; Wiggle200: 38.07%).  Increasing the error 

margin to an expansion of ± 40 residues, the recall of domain boundaries by Wiggle 

predictors decreased to (Wiggle: 46.19%; Wiggle200: 35.34%) with a precision of 

(Wiggle: 56.08%; Wiggle200: 53.57%) and overall accuracy of (Wiggle: 58.71%; 

Wiggle200: 56.27).  The performance of Wiggle predictors falls within the range of 

current domain boundary identifiers with these large window expansions.  Based on 

the observed deterioration in domain boundary recall after an error margin of ± 2 

residues with the Wiggle predictors, this suggests that domain boundaries may be 

identified with a smaller error margin using only sequence information.  

 The following general rules should be considered when using Wiggle 

predictors to identify domain boundaries: 

 

1. Wiggle is recommended over Wiggle200 for better recall of domain 

boundaries while the latter have a better accuracy. 

2. Recall can be improved with classifications made by either predictors. 
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3. An error margin of ±2 residues should be used to achieve optimal recall 

performance.  Other error margins will be suboptimal. 

4. Increasing the classification threshold is not recommended.   

5. Precision of predictors will be low (< 20%). 

 

5.3 Glycosylation Sites 

 Glycosylation is a posttranslational modification with impact on biosynthesis, 

stability, action and turnover of proteins in intact organism [173-175].  There are two 

classes of glycan linkages to proteins, O-linked glycosylation are covalent linkages of 

sugar with the hydroxyl side chains of serine and threonine while N-linked are sugars 

covalently linked to asparagine residues.  Sites for N-linked glycans are conserved 

with the consensus sequence Asn-X-Ser/Thr where X is any residue except for proline.  

O-linked regions are less conserved and therefore more challenging to identify.  The 

stabilization effects of glycosylation has been determined in most cases to be a 

consequence of entropic rather than enthalpic effects [175] that are impacting local 

and global regions of proteins.  These regions are examples of functionally flexible 

regions that adopt both an ordered and disordered structure.  We therefore evaluate the 

detection of these sites by Wiggle and compare the performance to other glycosylation 

site predictors as well as disorder predictors. 

 Despite having identified glycosylation sites for erythropoietin, Wiggle 

predictors have a (Wiggle: 49.14%; Wiggle200: 39.71%) recall for a non-redundant 

test set of 256 experimentally verified O-linked glycosylation sites in 53 mucin type 
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glycoproteins obtained from O-GlycBase [154].  This test dataset for Wiggle 

predictors was previously used to train NetOglyc [176] that has a reported 

performance of (75.2%; 87.6%) recall and (41.5%; 51.1%) precision for serine and 

threonine, respectively.  The union of Wiggle predictors improved recall to 59.14% 

but the precision remained low at 2.66%.  One possible reason why Wiggle predictors 

may have successfully identified the glycosylation sites of erythropoietin is that the 

protein contains three N-linked glycosylation sites (Asn24, Asn38, Asn83) and one O-

linked site (Ser126).  Based on the performance of Wiggle predictors with this dataset 

and erythropoietin, it is possible that the predictors have detected signals for N-linked 

sites that are defined by a consensus sequences and not the more elusive O-linked 

sites.   

 Interestingly, disorder predictors identify O-linked glycosylation sites better 

than Wiggle predictors (Figure 5.8) unlike the observations made for the DXMS and 

domain boundary dataset.  While the precision of all evaluated disorder predictors is 

less than 10% for glycosylation sites, it is higher than the precision of Wiggle 

predictors.  Furthermore, the recall of disorder predictors was comparable and those 

performing better than Wiggle predictors in recall and precision are IUPRED (R: 

66.29%, P: 8.55%), RONN (R: 69.86%, P: 5.08%), and PONDR (R: 68.86%, P: 

5.65%).  As mentioned earlier, one of the functional purposes of glycosylation is to 

stabilize protein structures, in which case, if there is a strong correlation between 

highly disordered regions and glycosylation sites, this may explain the better 

performance observed for disordered predictors with this dataset.  Wiggle predictors 

were designed to identify regions that are flexible, not disordered, the difference 
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between the two is the amount of flexibility with disordered regions being more 

flexible than our target regions.     

 

Figure 5.8 – Comparison of Wiggle and disorder predictors for glycosylation site identification.   

Most disorder predictor identifies glycosylation sites better than Wiggle predictors. 

 

5.4 MCF7 Expression Dataset 

 The traditional view that protein function is a consequence of a compactly 

folded structure is being challenged by new discoveries of disordered regions playing 

an increasingly important role in areas such as transcriptional regulation, translation, 

and cellular signal transduction [37,177,178].  Disordered regions have been 

postulated to be especially important for recognition of proteins, ligands, DNA and 

other intermolecular interactions by providing a mechanism for proteins to 

“moonlight” between different functions by binding to different partners [35].  An 

analysis of native disorder frequency in genomes representing the three kingdoms of 

life found eukaryotic proteins to contain a higher disorder content compared to 

eubacterial and archaeal proteins [155,179].  One possible explanation is that the 

increasing complexity of evolved signaling networks associated with higher, multi-

cellular organisms requires proteins to be more dynamically flexible [155].  To further 
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emphasize the importance of disordered regions for signaling and cell cycle control, 

human cancer-associated proteins and signaling proteins have been found to have 

more disorder content [156].   

 Based on these previous findings, we explore Wiggle predictions on a breast 

carcinoma cell line (MCF7) expression dataset to determine if there is a difference in 

content of functionally flexible residues.  We obtained this dataset from collaborators 

at RIKEN interested in studying the effects of epidermal growth factors on MCF7.  

The Affymetrix Human Genome U133A 2.0 Array with a total of 17,084 sequences 

was used.  Two time series experiments were conducted to compare expression 

changes between cells stimulated by either epidermal growth factor (EGF) or 

heregulin (HRG) to unstimulated cells.  One experiment explored expression changes 

over a long duration with data collected at time points of (10, 15, 20, 30, 45, 60) min 

and (1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24, 36, 48, 72) hrs with a constant growth factor dosage of 

10.0nM.  The second experiment varied the dosage of growth factors (0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 

and 1.0 nM) and collected data at time points: 5, 10, 15, 30, 45, 60, and 90 min.  

Changes in gene expression were identified using the GenChop Operating Software 

available from Affymetrix. 

 Wiggle predictions show that proteins responding to growth factor stimulation 

have a higher content of functionally flexible regions (FFRs) compared to proteins that 

showed no changes in expression.  The comparison was made for a set of 324 

positively identified genes showing a change in expression of greater than 1.5 

(POSID) to growth hormone stimulus against a control set of randomly selected 

sequences (RANDOM) showing no changes in expression patterns.  Proteins in 
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POSID are, on average, 657 ± 859 residues long with an average FFR content of 52.0 

± 14.4% while proteins in RANDOM are 591 ± 558 residues long with an average 

FFR content of RANDOM: 47.5 ± 14.9%.  T-test analysis, assuming unequal variance 

between two samples with alpha set at 0.05 for hypothesis rejection, shows no 

statistically significant difference in the protein size between POSID and RANDOM 

(p =  0.226). However, comparing the fraction of residues predicted to be functionally 

flexible between POSID and RANDOM, a statistical difference was observed showing 

POSID to contain a higher fraction of functionally flexible residues (p = 0.0001).  This 

shows that proteins with a change of expression in response to growth hormone 

stimulation have a higher content of functionally flexible residues. 

 

5.5 Conclusions 

 The performance of Wiggle predictors was evaluated on three possible sub-

classes of functionally flexible regions defined by DXMS experiments, domain 

boundaries, and glycosylation sites.  The results of these analyses highlight the 

strengths and limitations of Wiggle predictors for better utility and identify possible 

approaches to improve the current predictors.  The effects of expanding the error 

margin and increasing the classification threshold was explored for each dataset to 

optimally identify experimentally defined flexible regions.  The physical properties of 

proteins were also considered to identify other dependencies and variables that may 

affect the performances of the predictors.   
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 In summary, DXMS data suggests that Wiggle predictors sub-optimally 

modeled sequence-functional flexibility associations for thermophilic proteins that can 

be compensated by increasing the classification threshold.  Domain boundary 

predictions suggest that it is possible to improve domain boundary identification with 

a smaller error margin than what is currently used in the field.  Of the three classes of 

functionally flexible regions explored, Wiggle predictors poorly detected O-linked 

glycosylation sites that are better identified by disorder and glycosylation site 

predictors.  Last, for all these subclasses, it is possible to create a new generation of 

Wiggle predictors retrained to identify these subclasses of functional flexibility more 

specifically.  The utility of which will be particularly useful in understanding proteins 

involved in signal transduction pathways containing a higher content of these regions.  
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Chapter 6 :  Knowledge Potentials for Protein 

Flexibility 

 

 

 While classic allosteric models are important contributions that strongly shape 

our understanding of how proteins are regulated in biological systems, their creation 

was limited by the data at the time.  The models were largely created based on one X-

ray structure, a handful of allosteric proteins, and a large number of kinetic assays.  

We are now able to visualize protein dynamics and conformational change with time-

resolved X-ray crystallography [180], nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 

[12,181], fluorescence resonance energy transfer [182,183], deuterium exchange 

coupled with mass spectrometry [184], and molecular dynamics simulations [47].  

With these new tools we gain a better understanding of protein function and 

mechanisms of allosteric regulation in light of a better insight regarding their 

flexibility.  Consequently, proteins are viewed as a dynamic ensemble adopting 

different conformations in solutions with the predominance of a specific state yielding 

the resulting observed biological phenomenon.  Furthermore, there are a growing 

number of reports supporting the role of entropy in protein function and regulation 

[185,186].  Recent molecular dynamics simulations with 17 protein complexes show 

that binding partners do not reduce protein flexibility.  Instead, dynamics is 
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redistributed supporting allosteric models that stress the importance of entropy for 

protein function and regulation.    

 To identify the redistribution of low frequency fluctuation, we have introduced 

a structure-based methodology that compares the dynamic state of two different 

protein conformations.  Transitional Dynamic Analysis (TDA) revealed how low 

frequency vibrational modes is redistributed throughout the activation cycle of Cyclin 

Dependent Kinase 2 (CDK2) identifying regions with experimental evidence 

supporting the functional importance of the fluctuation change.  This methodology 

was able to detect entropy compensation as a mechanism to control protein function 

and discrepancies in reported findings on the dynamics of CDK2 that needs to be 

evaluated.  We were also able to identify regions in the protein with a large impact on 

global fluctuation with another methodology introduced in Chapter 3, Positional 

Impact Vertex for Entropy Transfer (PIVET). 

 After successfully detecting low frequency fluctuation changes between two 

protein conformers, we proceeded to develop a third structural based approach to 

identify these flexible regions with only a single conformer.  This was achieved by 

including correlated motion to help define our region of interest, an imperative step to 

defining our target regions and generate the dataset needed to conduct machine 

learning training.  With this definition we were able to train support vector machines, 

Wiggle and Wiggle200, to generalize a relationship between protein sequence patterns 

and flexibility of functional importance.  The success of the predictors were examined 

on several case examples and compared to disorder predictors that failed to identify 
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our target regions.  The summary of tools created in this work is summarized in Figure 

6.1. 

 

Figure 6.1  - Summary of tools created to understand sequence-flexibility relationships. 

 

 In the final chapter we test the limitations and strengths of Wiggle and 

Wiggle200 on deuterium exchange mass spectrometry (DXMS) dataset, domain 

boundaries, and glycosylation sites.  We find that the precision for all three 

experimental dataset were low due to the broad definition of functionally flexible 

regions which encompass these different types of flexible regions.  Recall and 

accuracy, on the other hand, reported performance of up to 70% for the DXMS and 
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domain boundary dataset.  Identification of O-linked glycosylation sites was poor with 

disorder predictors performing better, and therefore, Wiggle predictors should not be 

used for this purpose.  To improve identification of these subgroups of functional 

flexibility, Wiggle predictors can be retrained to create a second generation of more 

specialized predictors. 

 The methodologies and reported findings presented in this dissertation will 

pave way to a better understanding of the mechanistic role of entropy in protein 

function and the sequence patterns encoding the required flexibility.  The importance 

of flexibility for protein function is demonstrated with a site-directed mutational study 

conducted on T4 lysozyme providing evidence for a balance between protein stability 

and function [187].  The loss of catalytic activity resulting from mutating residues 

important for catalytic activity is compensated by a more stable lysozyme.  This study 

shows that increasing the stability of the protein can reduce optimal catalytic activity.  

 Botulinum neurotoxins are another set of examples where optimal activity is 

achieved with a more flexible conformational state compared to a stable conformer 

[188].  This potent natural toxin has a mouse 50% lethal dose range of 0.1-1 ng/kg of 

body weight [189] with uses in biological warfare [190], clinical medicine [191,192], 

and cosmetics [193].  While X-ray structures are available for serotype A [188], a pre-

imminent molten-globule conformation is adopted under physiologically relevant 

temperature.  Proteins in a pre-imminent molten-globule state retain intact secondary 

structure while having a fluidic tertiary structure.  Under this state, the neurotoxin 

showed optimal endopeptidase activity with 60% retention in the molten-globule state.  
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This example also emphasizes the importance of considering the flexibility of proteins 

in designing therapeutics [194]. 

 Increasing protein flexibility, and thus destabilizing the protein structure, has 

been a successful protein engineering strategy to design a molecular switch to control 

the conformational state of T4 lysozyme [195].  This molecular switch is created by 

duplicating a helix that is flanked by two loops with different stabilities [196,197].  A 

critical arginine important for stabilization of the inserted helix is mutated to alanine 

resulting in a 20 Å shift.  With this mutation, the region can be stabilized with 

guanidinium.  Guanidium derivatives, acting as ligands, can also initiate large 

conformational changes in this lysozyme construct [198]. 

 In light of this recent protein engineering work, the impact of understanding 

sequence-flexibility relationship extends beyond mere identification in the absence of 

structural information.  While understanding the physical chemistry of protein 

structure and function would be most ideal, successful protein design has largely 

benefited from the use of knowledge-based potentials [199].   The tools developed 

here have isolated a subset of protein sequence space that defines functionally flexile 

regions.  Understanding the sequence patterns in this subset has the potential to 

provide empirical information in the form of statistical quantities to include controlled 

flexibility in protein design.  We have shown that signal transduction proteins have a 

higher content of functionally flexible regions.  Understanding how and where the 

flexibility of these regions can be modulated at the sequence level will have a large 

impact by subtly effecting biological processes [12]. 
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